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Household Hints

388306X THE NATURAL HOME: Simple, Pure Cleaning Solutions and Recipes for a Healthier Home. By S. Faber. Transform your home into a toxic-free environment with tried and true natural cleaning products and methods that have been around for centuries. With just a handful of affordable household items such as lemon and vinegar you can keep your home sparkling and your family and pets—and the earth—healthier and happier. Illus. 311 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. $4.95

3883552 READER'S DIGEST HOME HACKS. You'll find hundreds of tips and tricks to make chores a breeze while keeping the costs of home maintenance to a minimum. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Reader's Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $4.95

3883626 CLEANING HACKS: Your All-Natural, Go-To Solution for Spots, Stains, Scum, and More! By Sarah Flowers. Whatever it is you need to clean in your home, this guide has an easy, natural solution. Flowers teaches you how to take control of your cleaning to do list by using simple, all natural solutions that are safe, inexpensive, and effective. 256 pages. Reader's Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99. $4.95

Interior Design & Decorating

3722326 BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS 150 + QUICK & EASY FURNITURE PROJECTS. By 8-H. Potter. With the help of these more than 150 clever makeovers as inspiration, you can revamp your furniture instead of getting rid of it. There is no limit to giving ho-furnishings a fresh face using doable and thrifty ideas for all skill levels. So grab your relic and get ready to rescue it today! Fully Illus. in color. 192 pages. BH&G. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95. $4.95

3728960 GREAT KITCHENS: Ideas from America’s Top Chefs. By Ellen Whittaker et al. An intimate tour of the cozy kitchens of 26 chefs who share their secrets of making a kitchen a great place to relax, and enjoy the best of food and company, displaying a remarkable range of styles, and including their favorite home recipes. Fully Illus. in color. 232 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95. $4.95

3850065 DECORATING WITH CONCRETE INDOORS: Fireplaces, Floors, Countertops, & More. By Tina Skernov. Packed with information on amazing applications indoors, from floors and countertops to fireplace surrounds. New permanent colors for concrete are infinite and the textures limited only by your imagination. The book provides a gallery of inspirational ideas. Fully Illus. in color. 121 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $6.95


3789237 OPEN CONCEPT APARTMENTS. By Francesca Zamora Mola. With thirty-nine unique apartment design ideas proven over the past few years. Whether you need to eliminate doorways and walls, this is the ultimate resource for open floor plans to create a larger combined living space for cooking, eating, and entertaining. Fully Illus., most in color. 479 pages. HarperDesign. 8x8. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00. $7.95

6942008 INSIDE THE NOT SO BIG HOUSE: Discovering the Details That Bring a Home to Life. By S. Susan & M. Vassallo. Focuses on 23 homes incorporating such details as dropped ceilings, built in shelves, pocket doors, window seats, and well placed alcoves. SHOPWORN. Fully illus. in color. 210 pages. Taunton. 10x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95. $4.95

3703832 A GUIDE TO NATURAL HOUSEKEEPING. By Christina Strutt. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $4.95


2962519 GOOD THINGS FOR ORGANIZING. By Martha Stewart Living. Fully Illus. in color. 144 pages. Clarkson Potter. 9x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95

3703832 A GUIDE TO NATURAL HOUSEKEEPING. By Christina Strutt. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $4.95


Home Decor


3807401 GEORGIAN STYLE AND CONTEMPORARY FURNITURE FOR CONTEMPORARY LIVING. By Henrietta Spencer-Churchill. A showcase for Lady Henrietta’s latest portfolio of work—projects which include both the renovation and refurbishment of authentic interiors, and several remarkable newly-built homes in Britain and in the U.S., where a sense of Georgian elegance was skillfully created from a blank canvas. Fully Illus. in color. 176 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $50.00. $29.95

2926725 TROMPE L’OEIL PANELS AND PANORAMAS: Decorative Images for Artists and Architects. By Yannick Guegan. Advanced exploration of trompe l’oeil art and technique. Features a treasury of stunning designs ideal for interior decorators and their clients, artists seeking original ideas who wish to copy the images for themselves. Includes a CD-ROM with TIFF files of each painting. 246 pages. Norton. 9½x12¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $85.00. $9.95

3760596 TIDY SPACE: Zen and Shaker Design Solutions for Tidy Living. By Michelle both a Westerner and an Eastern inspiration for interior space. The philosophies may seem opposed but through the medium of interior space they balance each other very well, as depicted in this beautifully illustrated duel-volume, 208 pages. Eightbooks. $7.95

3910305 AROUND THAT TIME: Horst at Home in Vogue. Ed. by Hansnam Bowles. This lavishly illustrates many of the stories featured in Vogue’s Book of Houses, Gardens, People published in 1968 with beautifully reproduced images and never before seen photographs from those homes and gardens, as well as Horst’s compelling stories that Horst shot well into the 1980s for Vogue. 384 pages. Abrams. 10x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $75.00. $19.95

3899008 THE DIY HOME PLANNER. By Karin sweetness Wood. An inspiring home planner filled with project profiles and do-it-yourself advice. Includes pockets for collecting paint chips, illustrations, and photos for encouragement, style guides to inspire creative decorating, and easy DIY projects to help you accessorize with personalized style. 143 pages. Harvest House. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $4.95

3886630 OPEN HOUSE: Reinventing Spaces for Simple Living. By A. Watts & J. Berson. In a down to earth style that’s practical and intimate, the authors reveal their passion for home renovation that started nearly thirty years ago. To divulge the keys of their home decorating style, which has resulted in comfortable, lovely homes where they have raised their children, and today enjoy spending time with family and entertained friends. Fully llus. in color. 176 pages. Gibbs Smith. 8x8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. $19.95

6815219 PERFECT ENGLISH TOWNSCAPE. By Ham Shaw, photos by J. Baldwin. Examines the imitable and timeless English style in a variety of Georgian, Regency, Victorian and more recent townhouses. Architecturally these tall, narrow homes face stringent challenges from low ceilings, limited light to how best to allocate space. This volume features case studies of 14 such homes in London and in towns and cities around England. Fully Illus. in color. 208 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. 9x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. $19.95

3744558 FOR THE LOVE OF BOOKS: Designing and Culturing a Home Library. By T. Wire & E. Lane. Dive into the unique books for reading, books for decoration, and books for inspiration. Instructive chapters provide useful details for creating and curating one’s own White House. You'll learn how to allocate space for your collection and how to choose the right size bookshelves. Fully Illus. in color. 264 pages. Gibbs Smith. 9x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $50.00. $29.95
Interior Design & Decorating

280228 GREAT ENGLISH INTERIORS. By D. Minaric & O. Moore. A panorama of some of Britain’s finest buildings with the stunning photographs in this lavishly illustrated volume. Discover more about the designers and architects who built them, charting the evolution that has made British style so alluring, enduring and widely imitated over the centuries. 224 pages. Prestel. 11½x11¼. Pub. at $60.00. **PRICE CUT to $34.95**

379028 DECORATING WITH CARPETS from the Foundation. By Ashley Stark Kenner et al. 248 pages. Vendome. 10¾x12½. Pub. at $60.00. **PRICE CUT to $34.95**

379043 HOMES OF THE 1920s. By Derek Deek Diedricksen. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Storey. 7x9. Pub. at $18.95. **SOLD OUT**

383575 TINY MOBILE HOMES: Small Space—Big Freedom. More people prefer the simplicity of a small mobile home to enjoy nature instead of a conventional house. It’s about swapping luxury for freedom. They are built on a trailer so they can be transported. Includes many homes by U.S. & Spanish. Fully illus. in color. 141 pages. Monsa. 7½x9½. Pub. at $29.95. **SOLD OUT**

384139 DOWNSIZE: Living Large in a Small House. By Steve Koones. Presents the housing market, the smaller home comprising 2,000 sq. ft or less. The featured houses show how to use space efficiently through such strategies as: creative storage space, multipurpose rooms, pocket and fold interior doors, and integrating smaller appliances. Fully illus. in color. 234 pages. 208 pages. Braun. 9¾x12½. Pub. at $29.95. **SOLD OUT**

384159 PACIFIC MODERN: Houses of Northern California. By Gustave Carlson. A portrait of 32 American architects and designers with accompanying projects: Canyon House, Jeness House, and Mocabee House. Each house is very different in style, but the themes that are explored are consistent in the architecture and the interiors. Fully illus. in color. 118 pages. ORO Editions. Pub. at $24.95. **SOLD OUT**

387287X TINY HOUSES. By Kline Haus. This stunning volume presents more than 300 impressive images showing the wide variety of small homes worldwide. Text in English and three additional languages. 355 pages. Kompas. Pub. at $24.95. **SOLD OUT**

388551 GEORGE STACEY AND THE CREATION OF AMERICAN CHIC. By Maureen Footer. 223 pages. 9x11. Pub. at $65.00. **SOLD OUT**

37606 SPANISH INTERIOR DESIGN. By Michelle Galindo. 208 pages. Braun. 9¾x12½. Pub. at $29.95. **SOLD OUT**

Residential Architecture

LIMITED QUANTITY: 3863735 LIVING LARGE IN OUR LITTLE HOUSE: Thriving in 400 Square Feet with Six Dogs, a Husband, and One Remote—and How You Can Too. By Keri Fivecoat-Campbell. When circumstances forced the author and her husband to move into a square foot house, they found that by living smaller, they were actually living large. This volume walks you through the financial and environmental advantages of small living space and helps you define and find the right size house. Well illus. in color. 225 pages. Reader’s Digest. 9¼x6¼. Pub. at $14.95. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. **SOLD OUT**

383190X RADFORD’S ARTISTIC HOMES, 1906. Reproduction of a classic 1906 catalog of architecturally rendering which encompasses the period’s bungalow homes, as well as larger, two-story homes in a broad spectrum of styles. Each home has a front view, as well as floor plans. 245 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. **SOLD OUT**

2850621 HOUSES OF PHILADELPHIA: Chestnut Hill and the Wissahickon Valley 1880-1930. By James B. Garrison. The author documents an outstanding group of houses, illustrating the scope of development in the Wissahickon Valley and the talented architects who worked there. This volume examines 40 properties in detail with over 300 archival and contemporary photographs, drawings, and floor plans. 316 pages. Acadiens. 9¼x12½. Pub. at $72.95. **SOLD OUT**


3818317 TINY HOUSE: A HOUSE ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO PLANNING YOUR OWN HOME. By Lester Walker. 144 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $19.95. **SOLD OUT**

3821778 MICRO LIVING: 40 Innovative Tiny Houses Equipped for Full-Time Living, in 400 Square Feet or Less. By Derek Diedricksen. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Storey. 7x9. Pub. at $19.95. **SOLD OUT**

3745888 TINY HOUSE: Live Small, Dream Big. By Brent Haught. Illus. in color. 240 pages. Clarkson Potter. 5½x7¼. Pub. at $18.00. **SOLD OUT**

6773508 TINY HOUSES IN THE CITY. By Mi mi Zeiger, Fully illus. in color. 207 pages. Rizzoli. 7x7. Pub. at $29.95. **SOLD OUT**


Real Estate

3911179 BECOMING A REAL ESTATE AGENT. By Tom Chiarella. Chiarella takes readers to the front lines of this intense profession, shadowing three different agents in three different markets. Seattle, Indianapolis, and South Carolina. How agents get new clients: through contacts and leads to listings, home showings, purchase offers, negotiations, inspections, and closing. 208 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11. Pub. at $18.00. **SOLD OUT**

135 pages. S&S. Pub. at $18.00. **SOLD OUT**

374442 CABIN STYLE. By Chase Reynolds Ewald, photos by A. Hall. Illus. in color. 222 pages. Gibbs Smith. 10¼x12¾. Pub. at $50.00. **SOLD OUT**

3894902 1000 FENCES AND GATES. By Jo Cryster. This wonderful resource for both homeowners and landscapers is packed with fences and gates of every kind and description. Examples made of various materials—wood, masonry, stone, and concrete are all included. Illus. in color. 152 pages. Schiffer. 11¼x8½. Pub. at $24.95. **SOLD OUT**

3812255 ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS FROM OLD NEW ENGLAND HOMES, REVISED 3RD EDITION. By Stanley Schuler. Takes you right up close so you can see exactly how fireplaces, doorways, windows, stairs, and cupboards were designed. In addition, Schuler gives a number of useful tips on how you can actually duplicate almost any antique architectural feature in your own home. Illus. in color. many in color. 176 pages. Schifer, 8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. **SOLD OUT**

3896332 PAINTED LADIES: Balusters & Columns. By Robert & Lynn Gallitch. Shown in architectural details in the historic district of Oak Bluffs on Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts, where a large number of these architectural gems line the streets. More than 600 color images display 1000 of corbels and gingerbread found on these small “tented” cottages. Illus. in color. 160 pages. Schifer. 8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99. **SOLD OUT**

3896331 PAINTED LADIES: Corbels & Gingerbread. By Robert & Lynn Gallitch. More than 600 color images display the wide variety of corbels and gingerbread found on these small “tented” cottages found in Oak Bluffs on Martha’s Vineyard in Massachusetts. Study the intricate patterns carpenters used to create the “gingerbread” look, with little material and equipment. 160 pages. Schifer. 8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99. **SOLD OUT**
Architectural Details

2881408  ART DECO IRONWORK & SCULPTURE. By S.F. Cook III & T. Skinner. Hundreds of elegant gates, doorways, window grilles, room dividers, fireplaces, wall decorations, and plaques are amply illustrated. Together they showcase the broad spectrum of designs created in Europe and the Americas during this highly decorative era. 208 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $49.95  $24.95

2881343  ANTIQUE IRON: Survey of American and English Forms, Fifteenth Through Nineteenth Centuries. By Herbert Shelford et al. Features architectural hardware, lighting devices, and ironwork and fireplace equipment, tools, toys, and everyday items. Many items are in private collections, while others are from foremost museums. Concise descriptions of each item identify regional products from the U.S. and England. Fully illus. 348 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Pub. at $59.95  $24.95

Home Building & Remodeling

LIMITED QUANTITY  3899411  TINY HOUSE LIVING. By Ryan Mitchell. Whether you downsize to a 400 square foot home or reduce the amount of stuff you have in your current home, Mitchell shows you how to live well with less. Includes: worksheets and exercises to help you determine your needs; strategies for cutting through clutter; step-by-step instructions that show you how to finish the job. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Reader’s Digest. 8x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $9.95

3755347  THE FAMILY HANDYMAN ULTIMATE STORAGE SOLUTIONS. Ed. by Gary Wentz. You’ll discover over 450 clever projects and tips that will help you manage the mess in one weekend or less! Learn how to customize a garage storage system, declutter your entryway, optimize kitchen storage, or build the ultimate garden shed. With step by step instructions that show you how to finish the job. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Reader’s Digest. 8x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $9.95

8784747  LOG CABIN. How to Build and Furnish Them. By William W. Wicks. Offers clear, practical instructions on how to build your own log cabin, and furnish it too, while harmonizing the structure’s interior and enhancing the surrounding environment. This is an easy to understand guide to cabin-making from the ground up, for both builders and dreamers. Fully illus. 151 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $6.95

3704340  SHELTERS, SHACKS, AND SHANTIES AND HOW TO MAKE THEM. By D.C. Beard. This excellent hands-on guide by one of the founders of the Boy Scouts of America contains a wealth of practical instructions and advice on how to build everything from a bare treepee and a tree-top house to a log cabin and a sod house. Line drawings. 243 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $8.95

**5772656  ULTIMATE BOOK OF HOME PLANS, 3RD EDITION REVISED. An inspiring collection of full home plans from architects and designers from all over the country. Includes special sections on kitchen design and decorating, quick and easy ordering by phone or online, and dozens of tips. Features 730 home plans. Fully illus. in color. 608 pages. Creative Homeowner. Pub. at $79.95  $11.95

**6490859  HOUSEBUILDING, REVISED: A Do-It-Yourself Guide. By R.J. DeCristoforo. Extensive coverage of how to build a house, nail-by-nail, from selecting the land and checking zoning to laying the foundation, building walls, floors, and roofs, and plumbing, wiring, heating, and cooling the finished product. Well illus. in color. 702 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95  $19.95

**3848493  KITCHEN IDEAS YOU CAN USE: Inspiring Designs & Clever Solutions for Remodelers and Owners. By C. Litchfield & C. Harley. Filled with great ideas for creating your ideal kitchen, this volume highlights the newest features, intriguing design trends, and the most inspiring solutions. The author guides you through each restoration project with detailed instructions and hundreds of step by step photos. Interpersed throughout are thirteen restored historic houses representing a variety of architectural styles. 710 pages. Tilbury House. 9¼x10½. Pub. at $49.95  $37.95

**3721656  BEST-SELLING HOUSE PLANS EDITION REVISED. North America’s premier network offers an inspiring collection of full home plans from architects and designers all over the continent, with special sections on home design and decorating, plus lots of tips. Features 400 dream home plans. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Creative Homeowner. Pub. at $19.95  $9.95

**1940424  RENOVATION, 5TH EDITION REVISED. By M. Litchfield & C. Harley. The completely revised and updated “bible” for home renovators for over 35 years. Topics include: planning; buying materials; doors & windows; structural changes; flooring; cabinets, plumbing, tiling; painting; doors; and much more. Well illus. in color. 648 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95  $21.95

**5892120  BUILD YOUR OWN GARAGE MANUAL, FIFTH EDITION. Planning and constructing a handsome new garage can seem like a daunting task. But by following the instructions in this essential do-it-yourself guide, you will turn your dream into reality. Includes all the tips and techniques you’ll need, plus 175 new, pre-drawn plans. Well illus. in color. 145 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $14.95

**3871967  ULTIMATE GUIDE TO BASEMENTS, ATTICS & GARAGES, 3RD REVISED EDITION. By D. Ralston. How To Renovate Your Basement Without Adding On. Ed. by Anthony Regolino. Featuring more than 50 detailed step by step sequences and easy to build projects, this book can help you change your basement into a jumbo apartment or your attic into a cozy bedroom. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Creative Homeowner. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $13.95

**381811X  THE BOOK OF HOME HOW-TO COMPLETE PHOTO GUIDE TO OUTDOOR BUILDING: Black & Decker Home Improvement Series with clear instructions. Everything from retaining walls to pergolas, fire pits to swingsets, pathways, patios and decks. The projects range in difficulty, with step by step instruction, fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $14.95

**285838X  ESSENTIAL RAMMED EARTH CONSTRUCTION. By Tim Krahn. This thorough guide covers design, building science, and step by step building methods for any climate, with a special emphasis on building in cold climates of the northern U.S., Canada, and northern Europe. Covers all aspects of building from experienced builders, DIY home owners, designers, engineers, and architects interested in learning about rammed earth construction. Well illus. in color. 146 pages. New Society. Paperback. Pub. at $39.99  $29.95

**3815854  RESTORING YOUR HISTORIC HOUSE: The Comprehensive Guide. By Scott L Hanson, photos by D.J. Cough. Can an old house be comfortable, convenient, and energy efficient while retaining its historic features? This book will teach you how to do it. Fully illus. in color. 280 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.99  $22.95

**3741699  ULTIMATE GUIDE TO HOME REMODEL & IMPROVEMENT. Ed. by Charles T. Byers et al. The most complete home improvement manual, it offers photos, drawings, and clear, practical instructions on how to handle plumbing and electrical repairs, heating and cooling, roofing and siding, cabinets and countertops and more. This is the ultimate resource for home projects and repairs. 599 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99  $29.95
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2945908 WOOD PALLET WORKSHOP: 20 DIY Projects That Turn Forgotten Wood into Stylish Home Furnishings. By Danny Darke. Turn simple wood shipping pallets into stunning crafts for your home. Easy to follow designs include: Coffee table, wine rack, bench, chest, flower box, headboard and much more. Fully illus. in color. 149 pages. Skyskyre. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

3811824 TOM WOLFE CARVES BOTH LESSES & NECKLACE CARVINGS. More than 200 color photographs paired with step-by-step instructions demonstrate the process, with a full color gallery of 20 different carved bottle spirits that will stimulate anyone's imagination. This guide offers a basic introduction to the tools and the wood. Includes full color gallery of finished busts. 64 pages. Schiffer. $14.95

3837089 SCANDINAVIAN FIGURE CARVINGS: From the Viking Era to Doderhultarn, Trygg, and Modern Carvers. By Harley Reisal. Presents a fascinating overview of an enchanting folk art. You'll discover the rich history of Scandinavian figure carving from the Viking era to the modern day, with photographs and illustrations of medieval decorative pieces, instructions for carving an icon Dalecarlian longboat, and patterns for five projects. 64 pages. Schiffer. $14.95

3826511 CUSTOM WOODEN MUSIC BOXES FOR THE SCROLL SAW. By Rick & Karen Longabaugh. With useful instructions and full-size patterns to work from, you’ll create enchanting scrolled music boxes—and craft family heirlooms—with professional results in no time at all. Inside you will find over 45 music box projects from a wide array of popular categories. Illus. in color. 188 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

6978231 WATER-BASED FINISHES. By Belinda Johnstone. With information on the new generation of environmentally friendly water-based finishes to the final steps of application, a compact source of information dedicated to choosing and using the new finishes. Well illus. 156 pages. Taunton. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

3826481 CARVING HORSE TRACING IN RELIEF. By Kurt Koch. Demonstrates how to carve a horse in high relief featuring over 150 step by step photographs. You’ll also learn techniques that can be applied to other relief projects with everything from nature art using maps, photos, nature, Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

3828138 CARVING DESERTS. By Joel Lipe. A quick and easy guide for the beginning and the more experienced carver. Includes full color photographs illustrating each technique. Includes patterns for fifteen different scenes, including desert landscapes, children at play, and numerous animals. 150 pages. Fox Chapel. $14.99


3831260 CELEBRATION CARVINGS WITH RON RANSON. Shows you step by step the art of relief and whimsical holiday characters to entertain you all year long. Includes full color photographs and easy to understand instructions with detailed patterns for five projects. 64 pages. Schiffer. $14.95

3813088 CARVING DESPERADOS WITH TOM WOLFE. Wolfe concentrates on the descriptive, step-by-step, one-line step by step photographs illustrating each technique. Includes patterns for fifteen different scenes, including desert landscapes, children at play, and numerous animals. 150 pages. Fox Chapel. $14.99

3827526 EDGE OF CHRISTMAS: Carving Holiday Traditions. By Rick & Karen Longabaugh. Shows you step by step how to turn your own Christmas tree into a scroll saw masterpiece. You’ll find over 75 patterns for all holidays. Includes full color photographs illustrating each technique. Includes patterns for fifteen different scenes, including desert landscapes, children at play, and numerous animals. 150 pages. Fox Chapel. $14.99

389202X MAKE YOUR OWN BUILDING BLOCKS AND BUILD A CITY. By Jim Covell. Create your own interlocking building blocks with this detailed guide and build a city using your handmade blocks. Through 109 color images and diagrams, illustrated step by step instructions tell you how to build a city through the first cut to assembling an entire city. 95 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

3813126 CELEBRATIONS WITH RON RANSON. Shows you step by step the art of relief and whimsical holiday characters to entertain you all year long. Includes full color photographs and easy to understand instructions with detailed patterns for five projects. 64 pages. Schiffer. $14.95

3831250 FANCY COFFINS TO MAKE YOURSELF. By Dale Power. Offers a complete guide to what may be one of your most personal projects—constructing your final resting place. Includes patterns for various designs, detailed instructions on installing hardware and interior design ideas, and applying the proper finishes. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

3819593 CARVING REALISTIC ANIMALS WITH POWER, 2ND EDITION. By Cammie Bowers. This power tool and technique necessary for capturing the animal kingdom in wood is presented in this thorough and engaging volume. With 192 full color photographs, every step is illustrated and detailed project plans are provided giving the carver ample opportunity to apply newly discovered techniques. 80 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

679518X HARVEST YOUR OWN LUMBER. How to Fell, Dry and Finish Wood. By John English. A concise and invaluable reference that provides easy to follow guidelines and critical advice for every step of harvesting and converting your own lumber. Well illus. in color. 131 pages. Lindes Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95
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Do-It-Yourself Advice

- **3802116 STANDARD HANDBOOK FOR ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, 16TH EDITION.** Paperback. $39.95. 1022 pages. McGraw-Hill. Pub. at $76.00 $49.95

- **3841634 BASIC BENCHMARK FOR HOME MACHINISTS.** By Les Oldridge. Clearly written and illustrated with technical diagrams, tables, and photos, you’ll gain a solid foundation in the basics of engineering benchmark that will become second nature over the course of your career as a machinist. Learn the proper practices and gain knowledge that will improve your work. Illus. in color. 192 pages. Fox Chapel. $14.99 $11.95

- **2942070 HOW TO BUILD A BIKE: A Simple Guide to Making Your Own Ride.** By Jenni Gwiazdowski. Teaches you the skills, how to choose the right components, and how to build your bike, measure it all for a perfect fit, and assemble it with new parts into a stylish new bike. Fully illus. in color. 175 pages. Frances Lincoln. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.99 $19.95

- **2934884 SUCCESS WITH ROUTING.** By Stuart Lawson. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. $8.10/10%. Paperbound Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

- **7692971 WORKING WITH HAND TOOLS: Essential Techniques for Woodworking.** By Paul N. Hasluck. 710 pages. Skyhorse. $24.99


- **3070069 KITCHEN PROJECTS FOR THE WORKSHOPER: Plans and Instructions for over 65 Useful Kitchen Items.** By Ken Homer. Illus. in color. 144 pages.4127035. Linden. $9.95. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

Legal Advice & the Legal System

- **386085X THE LAW (IN PLAIN ENGLISH) FOR NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS.** By L.D. Dubb & A. Bryan. 176 pages. Creator of运行的 nonprofit organization has never been easier than with the advice of the authors. This approachable guide to planning and problem solving will help all nonprofit members to play their roles with authority and confidence. $29.95

- **5787869 THE PATENT GUIDE, SECOND EDITION: How You Can Protect and Profit from Patents.** By C.W. Battle & A.D. Small. The authors deliver basic and comprehensive advice that is easy to understand and will allow you to protect, promote, and sell your ideas. A go-to guide for inventors and entrepreneurs who are ready to take their projects to the next level. 338 pages. Allworth. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $16.95

- **5791660 OBTAINING A CRIMINAL PAR DON: Clear Your Name Legally.** By Christopher Guly. Here are easy, effective ways to skip the probate process, and this edition also includes the latest state laws on probate avoidance methods, such as “transfer on death deeds.” This reference also covers current estate and gift tax rules under the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017. 276 pages. Nolo. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $16.95


- **5796362 GETTING STARTED WITH SOLIDWORKS: A Hands-On Guide to Getting Started with SolidWorks.** By Marc de Vinck. Guides you through the techniques of using solidwork and advises you on how to pick the software that’s right for you. Shows you how to build parts, assemblies, and drawings, and includes guidance on advanced techniques like surfacemount soldering. Illus. in color. 216 pages. McGraw-Hill. Pub. at $55.00 $39.95

- **596085X HANDBOOK OF ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS, FOURTH EDITION.** By H.W. Beaty & S. Santoso. Fully revised to include all the latest information, this new edition of this essential guide provides the step by step procedures required to solve a wide array of problems. New sections address power electronics,alternate energy, power quality, and smart grids. Well illus. 738 pages. McGraw-Hill. Pub. at $150.00 $119.95

- **675836 WORKHOLDING FOR MACHINISTS: Crowd Metalworking.** By Tim Stevens. Fully illus. 109 pages. Crowood. $8.10/10%. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

- **2894106 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO UPHOLSTERY: Stuffed with Step-by-Step Techniques for Professional Results.** By Cherry Bobbitt & Mechanical Connections. By Martin’s. $8.10/10%. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

- **5641292 DO IT YOURSELF 12 VOLT SOLAR POWER, 2ND EDITION REVISED.** By Michel Daniluk. Illus. 122 pages. Permanent. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95


- **386085X THE LAW (IN PLAIN ENGLISH) FOR NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS.** By L.D. Dubb & A. Bryan. Nolo. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $16.95

- **3866069 LIMITED EDITION. 2018 TAX CUTS AND JOB ACT.** By Christine Schwanke. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $16.95
3833474 CALICO MAN: The Manny Kopp Fabric Collection. By Bobbie A. Aug and Mel Anschutz. Features over 1,300 swatches from the best of this world-renowned collection. Here they are sustained through print, showing uncommon paisley and floral designs. Includes blocks, French cottons, shirtings, mourning prints, leno weaves, and other beautiful fabrics from mills in America and Europe. 144 pages. AQS. © 1998. Paperbound. Schiffer. 8½x11. $9.95

3835331 TEA & TASTE: The Visual Language of Tea. By Tana M. Bushdell Pos. Explores the history of tea with special attention to the impact its popularity has had on the development of porcelain, furniture, silver, and other decorative objects. Fully illus., in color. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. $7.95

3834182 TEDDY BEAR TREASURY, VOLUME II: Identification & Values. By Ken Yenke. Over 200 teddy bears are shown in full color, with helpful descriptions of types, breeds, English, French, and German bears; and Steiff bears are featured—most from the author's personal collection. Includes 2002 values. Fully illustrated in color. 407 pages. Schiffer. © 2002. $37.50

3831199 COLLECTING LINCOLN. By Stuart Schneider. The first president to be photographed and have his portrait distributed and reproduced in thousands of publications. Lincoln's image appears on medals, coins, stamps, and currency and his story is remembered well. Included are many historical photos, color images of decorations from each decade, a detailed text, and 2004 values. 176 pages. Schiffer. © 2004. $11.95


3813274 FRENCH PROVINCIAL FURNITURE. By Robin Ruddy. Presents the key types of country antique furniture in fourteen separate regions of France. This guide explains the differences in their construction and decoration to enable collectors to identify them. This welcome guide to the charming and decorative provincial furniture of France also includes 1996 values. Fully illus., many in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11½x8½. $29.95

3832231 RESTORING ANTIQUE TOOLS. By Herbert P. Kear. Explains how to make a bow for a bow drill, how to make wedges for planes, and how to sharpen chisels. Also includes a huge array of color photos illustrating the huge array of collectibles from this fair. Includes values from 1999. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. $14.95

3832277 VINTAGE WOODWORKING MACHINERY: An Illustrated Guide to Four Manufacturers. By Dana M. Batory. The author, a professional woodworker and antique business owner himself provides invaluable information to collectors and users on buying and restoring old machines. This volume covers everything from small hand tools to large mass-produced levels, and a host of other useful restorative suggestions. Illus. 114 pages. AASG. © 2002. $14.95

3832398 19TH CENTURY WOODEN BOXES. By Arene Burgess. An in-depth collector's guide to this elusive area of collecting. Burgess gives the inside scoop on every manner of containers, from apple boxes to their zinc decorations. With over 400 color photographs of boxes from Shaker plain to the elaborate sets made by the gentleman, this volume offers fascinating insights for collectors. Includes 1997 values. 156 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. $11.95


3831193 COWBOY EQUIPMENT. By Joyce Sack. An invaluable source for historic reference as well as a present day guide for collectors and modern day cowboys. Containing over 500 photographs along with a text describing the items and their usage, also includes recommendations for proper care of items and has a full 1998 value guide. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. $9.95


3832861 SCISSORS: AN ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO COLLECTORS. By T.C. Fitch. The first comprehensive guide to this elusive area of collecting. Includes over 850 photographs, with important information about size, materials, and the period of the reproduction. Includes a price guide from 1998. 224 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. © 1998. $7.95

3832031 THE SHAKER CHAIR. By D. R.美容. Examines the styles and production techniques of chairs made at ten Shaker communities during the 19th and early 20th centuries. Extensive text, over 300 photographs, famous Shaker trademarks, and market values are used to document the chairs’ history. 232 pages. Schiffer. 9x12. $16.95

3832280 THE STORY OF THE THIMBLE: An Illustrated Guide for Collectors. By Bridget McConnel. The author outlines the thimble’s long history, from ancient Egypt to today. This guide supplies practical guidance for thimbles and their usage, also includes recommendations for proper care of items and has a full 1998 value guide. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. $9.95

3833570 COMPASS CHRONICLES. By Kornelia Takacs. This intriguing guide explores a wide range of fascinating pocket compass types, Examples shown date from the late 1700s to the 1940s. Section I contains over 500 color illustrations which can help the collector identify over 1,000 models. Fully illustrated in color. 176 pages. Schiffer. © 1999. $11.95

3831868 HARTLAND HORSES AND DOGS. By Gail Fitch. Hartland Plastics (1939-1978) was a small, midwestern company that set a standard of excellence in its field. The author traces the history and background of the company that set a standard of excellence in its field. Includes over 850 photographs, with important information about size, materials, and the period of the reproduction. Includes a price guide from 1998. 224 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. © 1998. $7.95


3833955 FINE POINTS OF FURNITURE: Early American. By Robert Riddell. This is the revised edition of the classic bibel of American furniture. It presents a thorough analysis, through over 700 photographs and text, of the various elements of design, decoration, craftsmanship, construction, and finish of early American furniture. 303 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. $9.95

3831993 COWBOY WEAR. By Joyce Sack. An invaluable source for historic reference as well as a present day guide for collectors and modern day cowboys. Containing over 500 photographs along with a text describing the items and their usage, also includes recommendations for proper care of items and has a full 1998 value guide. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. $9.95

3832955 FINE POINTS OF FURNITURE: Early American. By Robert Riddell. This is the revised edition of the classic bibel of American furniture. It presents a thorough analysis, through over 700 photographs and text, of the various elements of design, decoration, craftsmanship, construction, and finish of early American furniture. 303 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. $9.95

3833098 INVENTING COMMERCE: The Story of the Slide Rule. By Bridget McConnel. The author traces the history and background of the company that set a standard of excellence in its field. Includes over 850 photographs, with important information about size, materials, and the period of the reproduction. Includes a price guide from 1998. 224 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. © 1998. $7.95

3833956 ANTIQUE SPORTS UNIFORMS & EQUIPMENT: Baseball/ Football/Basketball, 1840-1940. By Dan Hauser et al. Some of the earliest and finest college and professional sports gear is presented in an easy to find, chronological format. Each section contains a few of the finest collections in America, these fascinating relics tell the story of sports development over 100 years. This comprehensive record will fascinate any sports collector. With 2004 values, in color. 174 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. $14.95

**Collectors’ Advice & Price Guides**

| ISBN | Title | Author | Pages | Publisher | Price
|------|-------|--------|-------|-----------|------|
| 682532X | *For the Love of Old* | Mary Randolph Carter | 208 | L-W Book Sales | $24.95
| 2794965 | *Asian Ivory* | Jeffrey Boyd | 208 | Schiffer | $45.00
| 2907615 | *Firefighting Antiques, Collectibles* | Andrew G. Gurka | 254 | Paperbound | $12.95
| 2907844 | *Pictorial Weavings of the Navajo* | Nancy N. Schiffer | 64 | Schiffer | $12.95
| 2907771 | *Navajo Arts and Crafts* | Nancy N. Schiffer | 64 | Schiffer | $12.95
| 2907216 | *Antique Lamp Buyer’s Guide, Revised 3rd Edition* | Nadia Marla | 144 | Schiffer | $14.95
| 696605X | *Printed and Lace Handkerchiefs* | Betty Wilson | 160 | Schiffer | $29.95
| 2795302 | *Furnished Dollhouses, 1880-1980s* | Dian Ziller with P. Cooper | 256 | Schiffer | $15.95
| 2907879 | *Root Beer Advertising Art* | Tom Morrison | 128 | Schiffer | $15.95
| 2907372 | *Country Store Collectibles* | Douglas Congdon-Martin with R. Blondi | 160 | Schiffer | $24.95
| 2981351 | *Antique Office Machines: 600 Years of Calculating Devices* | Thomas A. Russo | 192 | Schiffer | $39.95
| 6960348 | *The International Collectors’ Book of Cigarette Packs* | F. Righini & M. Papazonni | 168 | Paperbound | $9.95
| 6969739 | *Zippo Advertising Lighters: Cars & Trucks* | Philip K. Taggart | 192 | Schiffer | $39.95
| 696947X | *Penny Banks Around the World* | Don Duer | 200 | Paperbound | $29.95
| 2907895 | *St. Patrick’s Day & Irish Collectibles* | John W. & Sandra L. Thomas | 192 | Paperbound | $29.95
| 3896664 | *Greetings from St. Petersburg* | M.L. Martin & N. Wolfgang-Price | 480 | Abrams | $29.95
| 2981332 | *Art Nouveau & Art Deco Fashion Postcards* | Edith Weber | 276 | Paperbound | $19.95
| 2980557 | *Louis ICAR EROTICA* | William R. Holland | 171 | Allen’s | $19.95
| 2987218 | *Antique Office Machines* | Thomas A. Russo | 192 | Schiffer | $39.95
| 2982332 | *A Postcard and Trading Card Series* | By Paul N. Yaffe | 104 | Paperbound | $29.95
| 264365X | *Steamboat Days on the Chesapeake* | Ed. by Orlando Dos Reis | 128 | Paperbound | $19.95
| 2843560 | *Santal F E & TAOS: A History in Postcards* | M.L. Martin & P. Griffin | 128 | Paperbound | $19.95
| 3870936 | *The Hunt for History* | By Nathan Raab with L. Barr | 254 | Paperbound | $30.00

**Books & Paper Ephemera**

| ISBN | Title | Author | Pages | Publisher | Price
|------|-------|--------|-------|-----------|------|
| 2795264 | *Firefighting Antiques & Memorabilia* | James G. & Sandra F. Platti | 192 | Schiffer | $39.99
| 2790572 | *Postwar POP: Memorabilia of the Mid-20th Century* | D-B. Johnson & L. Pina | 238 | Schiffer | $49.99
| 2791390 | *Santa Fe & Taos: A History in Postcards* | M.L. Martin & P. Griffin | 128 | Paperbound | $19.95

**Coins & Stamps**

| ISBN | Title | Author | Pages | Publisher | Price
|------|-------|--------|-------|-----------|------|

**affordable art deco graphics**

| ISBN | Title | Author | Pages | Publisher | Price
|------|-------|--------|-------|-----------|------|
| 3351671 | *Affordable Art Deco Graphics* | Susan Warshaw Berman | 276 | Paperbound | $19.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/829
Toys & Games

38500X CLASSIC MINIATURE VEHICLES OF NORTHERN EUROPE. By Edward Force, in color, 270 pages. Illus. in color, 114 pages. Auchterlonie Press, Pub. at $54.95. PRICE CUT to $29.95

38505X TOY SOLDIERS FROM JAPAN: Techno Fantasies. By Alan Bunkum. Explores the highly creative and technological evolution of tiny robots created in the last half of the 20th century by Japan’s numerous toy manufacturers. Highly informative captions accompany each image, and identity special features, date, and 2005 values, 128 pages. Illus. in color, 84 pages. Silverthread Press, Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95

187427 VINTAGE BOARD GAMES. By Adrian Seville. The board games in this collection are not just antiques, they have stories to tell about the cultures and times from which they sprang from. That were meant for entertainment or education of children, but other games, though simple, sent serious messages to an adult audience. This account reveals the fascinating history of games. Well illus. in color, 207 pages. White Star 10/32x12/4, Pub. at $30.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95

ACCESSORIES.

3291548 BRITAINS NEW TOY SOLDIERS, 1973-PRESENT. By N. J. Poplin & T. J. Waterworth. Focuses on the traditional gloss figures, 54mm figures of the BRITAINS Company through its many changes of ownership during the period. Over 3,200 figures are illustrated, with 2,308 color, 222 pages. Schiffer, 8x4/11x1, Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $24.95

2907291 CHRISTMAS CRACKERS: Tom Smith’s Magical Inventions. By Peter Kinptom. 127 pages. ACC Art Books, Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95

2907184 METAL TOYS FROM NUREMBERG: The Unique Mechanical Toys of the Firm of Georg Kellermann & Co. of Nuremberg, 1910-1979. By Gerhard G. Walter. 143 pages. Illus. in color, 8x10/8, Pub. at $35.00. PRICE CUT to $19.95

Firearms & Knives

3721957 THE ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF FIREARMS. By Jim Supica et al. Covers the subject of portable firearms from muskets to target guns, from dueling pistols to Glocks; from derringers to elephant guns. Compiled by the staff of the NRA National Firearms Museum, this volume provides a captivating reference for any aficionado’s library. Well illus., mostly in color, 304 pages. Chartwell, 11x9/4, $5.95


2950933 SHOTGUNS ON REVIEW: 38 Guns Tried & Tested by Jeremy Swan. This volume contains 38 of Bruce Buck’s most popular gun reviews for Shooting Sportsman. The Guide of Wingshooters and Fine Guns. The reviews have been updated, where necessary, covering field and target guns ranging from serviceable to exquisite. There is also an index of guns intended for personal purchase. Illus. in color, 210 pages. Shooting Sportsman, 10/4x12/4, Pub. at $30.00. PRICE CUT to $9.95

6806430 LUGER: The Story of the World’s Most Famous Handgun. By John Walter. Provides a comprehensive, narrative history and technical details of one of the most famous handguns in the world. Desired by collectors both for its unique design and for its connection to the history of Nazi Germany. The Luger was also known as the Parabellum-Pistole. 16 pages of photos. 256 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99. PRICE CUT to $13.95

2907402 DOUBLE ACTION: Classic Revolvers for Target Shooting, Hunting and Security. By Steve Batch. This superb reference describes the most popular double action revolvers—Colt, Smith & Wesson, Sturm-Ruger, Taurus and others—in words and stunning high-quality photographs, documenting their design, technology, how they shoot, and what they can achieve in precision shooting. 208 pages. Schiffer, 8x11/4, Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $29.95

687519X 9MM PARABELLUM: A History of the World’s 9mm Pistols & Ammunition. By K-P. König & M. Hugo. Details weapons and ammunition in the 9mm format from Belgium, Brazil, Germany, Switzerland, Spain, Finland, France, Italy, Israel, Austria, Holland, South Africa, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and the United States. Over 525 photos, including detailed interior shots, and numerous line drawings make this book ideal for the collector. 301 pages. Illus. in color, 8x11/4, Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $29.95

2981378 ANTIQUE SWORDS & DAGGERS. By Mircea Valenteau. This comprehensive guide features edged weapons dating from the Neolithic period to the early 20th century. These fascinating antiquities come from all over the world, including America, Europe, the Middle East, Japan, and Africa. Features a trove of information for the collector, and includes illus. in color, 288 pages. Schiffer, 11x14/4, Pub. at $79.95.

2945304 HAMMER GUNS IN: Theory and Practice. By Diggory Hadoke. With a mixture of historical analysis and practical application, this book does make a case for the Victorian hammer gun as the finest sporting gun available today. Detailing how these firearms were devised, crafted, used and perfected, it is the fullest account of this finest sporting gun available today. 2006 values. Fully illus. in color, 192 pages. Skyhorse, Pub. at $79.95. PRICE CUT to $59.95

1809787 THE MIND OF A CAT. By Artie Blower. 160 pages. Illus. in color. 8x11/4, Pub. at $14.95. PRICE CUT to $7.95


3768760 CREATIVE CREATIONS FOR YOUR CAT: Easy Do-It-Yourself Projects to Make for Your Favorite Pet. By C. Cirera & N. Martinez. With easy to follow instructions you can learn to create toys, accessories such as a scratching box; food dispenser; bow ties; tents to play in; photo frames, and much more. Full-color photos accompany the tutorials helping you to create affordable projects your kitty will love. 368 pages. Schiffer, 8x11/4, Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95

38889X COOKING FOR TWO: Your Cat & You! By Brandon Schultz. Now felines and their friends can share a meal for breakfast, lunch, or dinner. The author has adapted dozens of representative recipes for "people food" to fit the palate of humans and cats. Focuses on foods that are not safe for a furry companion and are available to share with your furry family member. 278 pages. Hachette, Pub. at $27.00. PRICE CUT to $16.95

2815729 TOILET TRAIN YOUR CAT, PLAIN AND SIMPLE. By Clifford Brooks. With his frank humor, Brooks step by step guide is written in a clear, straightforward manner. This easy-to-use book includes numerous tips and ideas for making toilet training easier, and includes cat training charts and games to reward your pet. 280 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $12.99. PRICE CUT to $7.95

3753833 YE OLDE CAT MEMES: The Original Book of Cat Humor. By Euiaile Osgood Grover. 86 pages. HMH. Pub. at $15.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95


2816078 THE MIND OF A DOG. By Liz Atelier Blaylock. 120 pages. Illus. in color. 8x11/4, Pub. at $14.95. PRICE CUT to $7.95


All About Dogs

3786728 CHOW: Simple Ways to Share the Foods You Love with the Dogs You Love. By Rick Woodford. The author shows the benefits of more than 100 foods that can be simply added to the dog bowl or combined with a few other ingredients to make a quick meal loaded with real meat, healthy fats, and antioxidants. Whether it’s scrambled eggs on the cutting-board or a low-calorie meal, your dog will love you even more when you provide something better in the bowl! Color photos. 244 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.


Dvd 2815140 AMAZING DOGS. This entertaining look at our best animal friends is filled with tips on care, feeding, training and remarkable stories of pet adventures. Meet the brave little dog that survived a harrowing encounter with a rattlesnake, and see celebrities at home with their pets. 120 minutes. Questar. $19.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/829
All About Dogs

- **3744671** PIT BULL HEROES: 49 Underdogs with Resilience and Heart. By Céline Geoghegan. Meet forty-nine underdogs who beat the odds and become heroes in their families, neighborhoods, and communities. Much like these pit bull heroes in their day to day lives and share their inspiring stories. Fully illus. in color. 200 pages. Gibbs Smith. Pub. at $16.95

- **291705X** U.S. MILITARY WORKING DOG TRAINING HANDBOOK. By Department of Defense. Discover how highly trained dogs exactly as the U.S. military trains its canine soldiers. From the basics, such as heel and stay, to negotiating an obstacle course, train your dogs with these tips. The manual reveals how our military trains its dogs to be the best trained canines in the world. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

- **2910004** DOG TRAINING DATABASES: Proven Expert Tips & Tricks to Live in Harmony with Your Dog. By Tom Shelby. A lifelong trainer captures the basic guidelines of training dogs and offers advice, strategies, and personal insight to reach the most promising results. This book’s tips and tricks feature train your dog to sit, stay, lie down, and wait; look at you choose the right kind of pet rabbit for your family. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99


More About Pets

- **3754550** RAISING HAPPY RABBITS: Housing, Feeding, and Care Instructions for Your Rabbit’s First Year. By Marc Morionne & A. Fernandez. TV’s resident pet expert, who appears regularly on Martha Stewart’s Guide the appropriate rabbits, and candid answers to more than 100 questions on subjects ranging from litter to fish food, puppies to groupers, and everything in between. In 128 pages. BowTie. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

- **3883507** FRESHWATER AQUARIUMS. By Stuart Threlfall. This compact, richly illustrated guide explores all aspects of setting up and maintaining a freshwater aquarium. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

- **3883418** ASK THE FISH KEEPER. By Marc Morionne. TV’s resident pet expert, who appears regularly on Martha Stewart’s Guide the appropriate rabbits, and candid answers to more than 100 questions on subjects ranging from litter to fish food, puppies to groupers, and everything in between. In 128 pages. BowTie. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**2819147 HOME AND THE HOLIDAY MIRACLE.** By Gwen Cooper. Home, the world renowned blind wonder cat, returns with an ins-purr-ational tale of holiday cheer. The heroic blind cat proves, once and for all, that hope and love aren’t things you see with your four eyes. This insightful guide, Humorous and heartwarming, this story is the perfect holiday treat for every cat lover. Pub. at $7.95.

**2809439 SELF-CARE FOR CATS (AND THE HUMAN IN CHARGE).** Don’t be jealous of your favorite feline friends—follow their lead instead. Washburn teaches you how to truly enjoy your meow time by illustrating just how easily cats make room for your priority, and how you can look your best. Illus. in color. Adams Media. Pub. at $12.99

**6990199 LOYAL: 38 Inspiring Tales of Bravery, Heroism, and the Devotion of Dogs.** By Rebecca Ascher-Walsh. From the beloved black Labrador who teaches fire safety to young students, to an intrepid police dog who saved the job, the loyal companions in these 38 inspiring tales go above and beyond the call of duty. Their extraordinary displays of service and devotion prove that our pets can be our most inspiring partners, illus. in color. 160 pages. National Geographic. Pub. at $16.99.


**1839718 HOW TO LOOK LIKE A CAT.** By Karen Wommack. Dogs have it all figured out: they live by their own rules, they refuse to be ignored, and they’re self-assured and serene. This humorous title helps readers learn to work like a cat instead of a dog, urging readers to break free of the leash and leap up the workplace ladder. Fully illustrated. 392 pages. Sourcebooks. Pub. at $14.99

**2856856 MIRACLE DOGS: Rescue Stories.** By Liz Stavrinides. Celebrates and honors rescuers and the dogs whose lives they’ve saved. Feat. stories and photographs of dog rescuers, trainers, and organizations such as the Gentle Barn and Tamar Geller’s Operation Heroes and Hounds, along with celebrity pet owners such as Mariska Hargitay and Chelsea Clinton. Pub. at $16.99

**LEATHERKIN: The True Story of the World’s Most Brilliant Slipknot.** By M. Meeks & E. Ridley. In a leap forward, Meeks has managed to write a book on the slipknot that is not only informative, but also entertaining. Illus. in color. 96 pages. Willow Creek. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**2818712 WILD TOGETHER: My Adventures with Loki the Wolfdog.** By Kelly Lund with A. Coucke. Loki the Wolfdog has developed a following following Kelly and Loki’s adventures. This Message in a Bottle volume is both philosophical and visual—an invitation to experience the world through the eyes of two extraordinary animal companions. 164 pages. Pegasus. 10x6/1/4. Pub. at $19.95.


**3701255 DUMP HIM, MARRY THE CAT! Ed by Andrea Donner.** What can a cat offer a woman that a man cannot? This volume is here to tell you why, and what a woman is wise to lose her man, and marry the cat instead. Fully illustrated. Illus. in color. Willow Creek. Pub. at $14.95.

**2998070 SLEEPS WITH DOGS.** By Lindsey Grant. As a professional pet name, Grant shared a bed with more dogs than she could count. She also cooked custom meals for exotic birds, broke up brawls between cats and spouses alike, and catered to the often obscure needs of her charges. Her delightful story is filled with the true tales of pets and the crazy people who love them. 242 pages. Seal Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00.

**DVD 3855694 ULTIMATE PET PARTY COLLECTION.** Join Milo the yellow lab, Whiskers the adorable kitty, and Shifler the busy beagle as they throw the ultimate pet party with all of their friends. Guests include kneeing, hopping birds, fish, farm animals and more! Over four hours on 4 DVDs. NCircle Entertainment.

**3975119 CATS, THE JOB.** 50 Fabulous Felines Who Purr, mouse, and Even Sing for Their Supper. By Lisa Rogak. Meet Princess the mouser, Tuna the ciao mouser, and Stabby the office cat in Tales of the Tail. Alarmed, and many other whiskered keepers who keep their human colleagues company from 9 to 5, with the occasional break for a nap, or a belly rub, and the office cat’s version of the 9 to 5. HarperWave. Pub. at $19.99.

**2889056 SIT STAY HEAL: How an Underachieving Labrador Won Our Hearts and Brought Us Together.** By Mel Miskimen. At the beginning of the story, Dog is a large white poodle. He and his owners are given a look at the world of dogs and their owners. Dog will touch the souls of dog lovers everywhere, and speak to anyone seeking a way to connect with those they’ve lost, as well as dealing with grief. 285 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95.

**3758818 DOCTOR DOGS: How Our Best Friends Are Becoming Our Best Medicine.** By Maria Goodavage. The author brings us behind the scenes of cutting edge science while examining the ongoing trend as well as into the lives of people whose well-being depends on their devoted, highly skilled personal MDs (medical dogs). Goodavage explores how doctors use happy healthy animals to get the fight against dozens of physical and mental conditions, 16 pages of color photos. 353 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $28.00.


**3878805 PETS BY ROYAL APPOINTMENT: Secrets of the Royal Family and Their Animals.** By Brian Hoey. The royal family say they can do without many things, but not their animals. With intimate anecdotes and fascinating insights, Hoey explores the countless monarchs that have relied on dogs, cats, horses and even the occasional parrot to act as their constant, faithful companions, unequaled allegiance and surrogate children. 498 pages. Bilevel. Price: Out to $9.95.


**2865700 HOW TO THINK LIKE A CAT.** By Stephanie Garnier. Whether at work, at home, or in your social life, your cat can teach you how to manage stress, cultivate independence, and live life on your terms. Peppered with humorous yet inspiring tips for living a day in the life of a feline, this insightful guide will speak to the subtle art of living like a feline. 162 pages. HarperWave. Pub. at $19.99.

**3758155 RUNNING WITH SHERMAN:** The Donkey with the Heart of a Hero. By Cara Rorke Deangelis. A singular and inspirational story of Sherman, a rescue donkey who would overcome all odds to run one of the most unbelievable races in America. It would take a community of people and high-spirited animals to help Sherman to fulfill his dream, and make his quest possible. Photos, 334 pages. Sourcebooks.


The Beautiful Race: The Story of the Giro d’Italia. By Colin O’Brien. This account is a celebration of the Giro d’Italia’s kaleidoscopic glory after more than one hundred stagings of this glorious race. A desperately hard race through a beautiful country, the Giro has bred characters that dominate both the culture and society of its home. Photos, some in color. 238 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $26.95 $6.95

The World Beneath their Feet: Mountaineering, Madness, and the Deadly Race to Summit the Himalayas. By Scott Ellsworth. Set in India, Nepal, Germany, India, China, and Tibet, this is an account not only of climbing and mountain climbers, but also of passion and ambition, courage and fear, trade and fortune, tragedy and triumph. Ellsworth offers here a gritty, fascinating history, and brings these forgotten heroics back to life. 16

Off the Ropes: The Ron Lyle Story. By James A. Sullivan. The story of one of the sport’s most famous fighters—a man who not only won the Western and Pacific lightweight titles, but also of passion and ambition, courage and fear, trade and fortune, tragedy and triumph. Ellsworth offers here a gritty, fascinating history, and brings these forgotten heroics back to life. 16

SOLD OUT

Watching the World Go By: The Inside Story of Baseball’s Home Run Revolution. By Jared Diamond. The 2019 season saw the most home runs ever, obliterating a record set just two years before. Diamond reveals that the secret behind this unprecedented shift isn’t steroids or the stitching on the baseballs, it’s the most fundamental explanation of all: the swing. Illus. 322 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

Rön in the Ropes: The Rön Lyle Story. By Candace Toft. Told not only the greatest era of heavyweights in boxing history, but also tells an equally compelling personal tale of a life filled with struggle, a captivating love story, and even more. Photos. 214 pages. Harimir. Pub. at $17.95 $9.50

The Sports Bucket List: 101 Sights Every Fan Has to See Before the Clock Runs Out. By Rob Fleder. The greatest games, matchups, venues, and events in the world, from the Australian Open to the Westminster Dog Show, and everything in between. Packed with facts and figures, compelling stories, and recommendations for when to visit, featuring stunning photography, this volume is a must for every sport fan. 223 pages. Harper. $9.99/11% $4.00 $7.95

Just Show Up: And Other Enduring Values from Baseball’s Iron Man. By Don Drysdale, with C. Sidwell. Drysdale shares his views about the game he loved and played for over thirty years. His wisdom is simple and yet poignant takeaways for anyone trying to forge a successful life in these chaotic times. 185 pages. Harper. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

The National Team: The Inside Story of Women’s Soccer. By Cali Murray. A leading soccer journalist shows how the team’s story is not only one of triumph on the pitch—these women have faced numerous obstacles, from societal pressure to sexual harassment, to financial struggles—it is also a story of triumph off the pitch. A fascinating history, and brings these forgotten heroics back to life. 16

The Incredible Baseball Trivia. By David Nemec. Match wits with ten-time national baseball trivia champion as he presents 150 baseball stumpers artfully designed to test the depth of the reader’s knowledge about the game since 1871. 153 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95

I’m Fascinated by Sacrifice Flies. By Jim Karabatos. A look at the history of the sacrifice fly in baseball, from its origins to its modern-day decline. A fascinating history, and brings these forgotten heroics back to life. 16

SOLD OUT
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Vanishing Way of Life. This account of Lenidov’s travels in Yellowstone Park on horseback in 1883, is itself a small marvel blending natural history, firsthand impressions of wildlife lore, and anecdote. This deft translation, which includes his original drawings, makes available to readers a masterpiece of western American natural history. The title chronicles the expedition’s movement in northern India in search of a mysterious creature. The book itself is a true companion map of the mountain that supports more than four hundred species of wildlife, from Mount Shasta, a stunning mountain that supports more than four hundred species of wildlife, to La Recoleta Cemetery, where astronomical sculptures and beautiful grounds create an ideal space to release negative energy. Well-illustrated in color, this beautifully illustrated volume. 208 pages. England Heritage. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.98

Full Moon over Noah’s Ark. By Rick Antonson. Takes readers through the landscapes and broad vistas of Turkey, Iraq, Iran, and Armenia shedding light on a troubled but fascinating area of the world. Antonson mixes vivid historical anecdote with unexpected travel detail in a fast-paced account of his journey through Mount Ararat’s nearly 17,000 foot summit. Photos. 382 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99


THE ENGLISH SEASIDE. By Peter Williams. This is a unique story to tell, with its legends embedded in the great winds and storms of history. Fully illustrated in color; 256 pages. Caithness Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT


THE TRAVELS OF MARCO POLO. In 1271 Marco Polo set off on a journey to China to meet the Mongol Emperor Kublai Khan. He returned with stories that would take a lifetime to tell. Featuring exotic creatures, strange customs, extraordinary legendaries, and political intrigues, this account reveals the fantastical treasures of the East in the words of the legendary medieval explorer. 493 pages. Arcturus. Paperback.

WORLD HERITAGE SITES, 7TH EDITION. By Ian N.A. D. Shive. This is the definitive guide to the world’s 1,087 cultural and natural World Heritage Sites. Fully illustrated in color; 1,031 pages. Routledge. Paperback.


SOLD OUT

LIMITED QUANTITY 3802773 THIS IS A BOOK FOR PEOPLE WHO LOVE THE NATIONAL PARKS. By Matt Geczyuszki. Acadia to Zion, this little volume tells the stories and unusual backstories of America’s majestic national parks. Color illus. 136 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $14.00

SOLD OUT

ANOTHER FINE MESS: Across Trumpland USA in a Ford Model T. By Ralph Izard. This is a first-hand account of a 1948 journey across America’s majestic national parks. Color illus. 136 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $14.00

FOOD AT THE FOLDOVER. By Claire Hines. This much-deasured guide is as informative as it is fun to peruse. Fully illustrated in color; 320 pages. Caithness Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT

THE NATIONAL HERITAGE: An American Legacy. Photos by Ian Shive. The story of our breathtaking national parks unfolds through the photography of Ian Shive’s leading as informative as it is fun to peruse. Fully illustrated in color; 256 pages. Falcon. Paperbound.

SOLD OUT

LIMITED QUANTITY 3884109 TIME PIECES: A Dublin Day By Transparent Cover. Horace Broom. Born in 1863 in a small town a train ride away from Dublin, Broom saw the city as a place of enchantment when he was a child. In an evocative, witty, clear-eyed memoir he guides us around the city, delighting in its high and low cultural, architectural, political and social histories. Photos, some in color. 212 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $26.95


LIMITED QUANTITY 3893641 TRAGEDY OF ROUTE 66: Along the Legendary Route 66 and companies did everything they could to have their images, and archival sources to capture the mom and pop motels, diners, junk, junk, gas stations, and roadside attractions along the legendary Route 66. 128 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

SOLD OUT
Travel

**3993805 CHURCHES AND CHURCHYARDS OF ENGLAND AND WALES.** By Richard Hayman. This comprehensive and accessible guide explores all aspects of the parish church, beginning by examining why churches are built where they are, and going on to explore the various buildings and churchyards that have changed over time. An indispensable primer for anyone who is curious about these fascinating properties. Well illus. in color. 152 pages. Shire. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $17.95

**8247825 WALKING THE AMERICAS: 1,800 Miles, Eight Countries, and One Incredible Journey from Mexico to Colombia.** By Levison Wood. 16 pages of color photos. 291 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $27.00. PRICE CUT to $6.95


**3890444 THE HEIREDS.** By Paul Munton. Well illus. in color 232 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $21.95. PRICE CUT to $13.95


**3772047 RUBY FALLS.** By Ruby Falls, LLC. 95 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99. PRICE CUT to $18.95


**3818500 MAINE COAST MEMORIES.** By David Middleton. 112 pages. Countryman. Pub. at $16.95. PRICE CUT to $12.95


**3760553 SOUTH!** By Ernest Shackleton. 386 pages. Arcturian. Paperback. PRICE CUT to $4.95


**2936151 CHAMBORD: Five Centuries of Mystery.** By Jean-Michel Turpin. 189 pages. Abrams. 9½x12½. Pub. at $35.00. PRICE CUT to $29.99

**2845365 THE MOST BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY TOWNS OF TUSCANY.** By James Bentley, photos by A. Ramsay. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10x12½. Pub. at $35.00. PRICE CUT to $29.99


**3768414 POP-UP & BUILD NATIONAL PARKS.** By Mike Graf. Fully illus. in color. 31 pages. Thunder Bay. 11x10¼. Pub. at $24.99. SPECIAL PRICING


**2857359 THE HIGH SIERRA OF CALIFORNIA.** By Gary Snyder. 128 pages. Heyday. 10x12½. Pub. at $21.95. PRICE CUT to $17.95

**698603X FIRST WILDERNESS, REVISED EDITION: My Quest in the Territory of Alaska, By Sam Kelhi.** 272 pages. Alaska North Slope Bookbank. Pub. at $34.95. PRICE CUT to $27.95

**2828006 A WALK THROUGH PARIS: A Radical Exploration.** By Eric Hazan. Illus. 198 pages. Verso. Pub. at $22.95. SPECIAL PRICING


**6741784 SIXTIES DEGREES NORTH.** By Malachy Talack. Color photos. 230 pages. Douglas. Pub. at $27.95. PRICE CUT to $24.95

**3736865 GREAT CITIES THROUGH TRAVELERS' EYES.** Ed. by Peter Furtado. Illus. 386 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95

**3736872 I WALKED THE LINE: John Denver and His Other America.** Ed. by Halprin. Illus. 368 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $26.95

**2812509 THE FLYING CARPET.** By Richard Halliburton. 253 pages. Tauris Parke. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00. PRICE CUT to $7.95

**3787516 LANDS OF LOST BORDERS.** By Kate Harris. 305 pages. Dry Street. Pub. at $22.94. PRICE CUT to $4.95

**3724093 TANGIER: From the Romans to the Rolling Stones.** By Richard Hamilton. 16 pages of photos, some color. 300 pages. Tauris Parke. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/829
Travel Guides

3748855 BERLITZ SLOVENIA POCKET GUIDE, THIRD EDITION. By Jane Foster. This pocket-size guide is packed with all the information you need: what to see, what to do, cultural tips, and practical advice on where to stay, dining out, and how to get around in Slovenia. Color photos. 144 pages. Berlitz. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $3.95

3981836 125 NATURE HOT SPOTS IN ALERTON: The Best Parks, Conservation Areas and Wild Places. By L. McAdam & Dr. Olsen. Provides tips, stories and valuable information about lesser-known destinations that are equally worthy of a visit. Each hot spot entry includes a map, description, history and a quote about nature. Fully illus., in color. 303 pages. National Geographic. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

3815811 THE VIKING ISLES: Travels in Okreney and Shetland. Orkney and Shetland have long held a fascination for Murton. We follow as he travels through the islands, from the north to the south. Full of observation, history, anecdote and encounters with those who live there, it also serves as a guide to the many places of interest and an introduction to the most northerly parts of Britain. Well illus. in color. 232 pages. Britannica. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95

3737918 RAIL-TRAILS: Southern New England. The experts from Rails to Trails Conservancy present the best of these rail trails as well as other multiuse pathways in Southern New England. Massachusetts, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Includes details on the activities each trail can accommodate; and succinct descriptions written by rail trail experts. 204 pages. Wilderness. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $3.95

SOLD OUT

229 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $5.95

** 3866453 NORTH CAROLINA OFF THE BEATEN PATH, TWELFTH EDITION. By Sara Pittor. Whether you’re a visitor or a local looking for something different, this guide shows you the Tar Heel State with new perspectives on timeless destinations and interesting spots to those you never knew existed. Maps. 202 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

253 pages. Wilderness. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $5.95

** 3810747 AMERICAN CASINO GUIDE, 20TH EDITION. By Steve Bourie. Every casino’s toll-free phone number; a comprehensive listing of room and suite rates, complete dining information; a listing of all games offered at each casino, informative maps of each casino, and details on senior discounts; and which casinos allow casino; informative maps of every state; details on which casinos allow casino; informative maps of every state; details on travel, suggested reading and more. The Great Courses. Multimedia course taking students through each trail can accommodate; and succinct descriptions written by rail trail experts. 204 pages. Wilderness. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

** 378284 AMERICA THROUGH TRAIN DOOR: The Travel Skills Handbook. By Rick Steves. After more than three decades of exploring Europe, Steves considers this travel skills handbook his life’s work. He shares his knowledge, experiences and discoveries to help you make the most of your trip. With this guide, you’ll experience the culture like a local, spend less money, and have more fun. Well illus. in color. 799 pages. Avalon Travel. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

2981204 DAY TRIP CENTER, CANADA, 3RD EDITION. By Mike McQuaide. This helpful guide offers 69 incredible hikes in Washington’s Central Cascades with trail ratings from 1 (worthwhile) to 5 (spectacular) based on water features, vistas, and solitude. Includes recommended seasons, distance and elevation gain, estimated hiking time, and parking fees and accessibility for dogs and kids. Maps & photos. 277 pages. Sasquatch. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

** 3752546 AMERICA’S GREAT MOUNTAIN TRAILS: 100 Epic Hikes Off the Beaten Path. By Tim Paimer. From Maine’s Katahdin to Washington’s Mount Rainier, Colorado’s 14ers to Montana’s glaciers, and dozens of hidden gems between, America’s mountain trails lure us to exquisite heights. This lavishly illustrated volume introduces readers to 100 highcountry hikes of a lifetime. Each is described and offers extensive and detailed topographic trail maps. Hike. 320 pages. Rizzoli. 106x14½”. Pub. at $50.00 $34.95

2958414 TOURIST TRAINS GUIDEBOOK, SEVENTH EDITION. Ed. by Eric White. This resource guides you to hundreds of fascinating train rides, museums, trolleys, dinner trains, and other excursions. Whether you’re a rail buff or just enjoy a train ride, this guide will help you discover trains that travel over historical routes and provide scenic views only seen by rail. Sites are described in detailed reviews that explain what a site offers. Well illus. in color. 390 pages. Kalmbach. Paperback. Pub. at $42.95 $35.95

** 3859606 ITALY, SIXTH EDITION: National Geographic Traveler. By Jim Jepson. This expert travel guide features a rich overview of Italy to help charter your trip; unique and hands-on experiences; insider tips from National Geographic explorers; walking and drives tours; excursions off the beaten path; a removable map and more. Fully illus. in color. 398 pages. National Geographic. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $17.50

CD 6794114 THE GREAT TOURS: Exploring Medieval Europe. By Kenneth R. Bartlett. Professor Bartlett offers an extensive multimedia course taking students through the history of Europe. Includes 24-lecture series on each continent, the Middle Ages, the Renaissance and more. Total running time: 24 hours. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.99

3835579 THE ROAD LESS TRAVELED: Forgotten Historic Highways of New England. By Robert A. Geake. Follow the author as he explores the once bustling stagecoach routes that cross the many places of interest and an introduction to the most northerly parts of Britain. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. America Through Time. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $18.95

3835559 A HISTORY LOVER’S GUIDE TO MINNESOTA. By S. Wick & H. Day. Join the authors on a trip through the state, exploring the architecture, parks and historical figures of the Mill City. Illus. 204 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $23.99 $18.95

3743292 LAKE DISTRICT AND YORKSHIRE DALES: Wild Guide. By D. Stark. This guidebook is packed with all the information you need: what to see, what to do, cultural tips, and practical advice on where to stay, dining out, and how to get around in Lake District and Yorkshire Dales. Including maps & photos. 303 pages. National Geographic. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $19.99

3835529 A HISTORY LOVER’S GUIDE TO DALLAS. By Georgette Driscoll. Dallas boasts a dynamic history full of explosive growth. Beyond the famous places to stay and where to find the very best local Dallas food, straight from the farm or field. Well illus. 272 pages. Wild Things. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $19.99

2931621 THE NEW ENGLAND GRUMPIDIUM: A Guide to Macabre and Ghastly Sites. By J.W. Ocker. Every place has a dark side, but New England’s is darker than most. This region is full of the grim, the gruesome, and the ghastly, and it’s all worth visiting. Catalogs hundreds of macabre sites, including haunted spots and curious places. Includes turnkey maps for exploring. Well illus. in color. 303 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $15.95
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**Puzzles & Games**

3796844 THE JOHN WAYNE ULTIMATE PUZZLE BOOK. Ed. by Jeff Ashworth. See how much you remember about John Wayne’s family and films, test your knowledge of the country he loved so dearly, and give your brain a good workout with all kinds of Duke-themed activities. Includes word searches, Sudoku, justice puzzles and more! Includes solutions. Well illus. 316 pages. $19.95

3791277 DEADLY SKILLS PUZZLE & ACTIVITY BOOK. By Glint Erickson. A fun, challenging, and seriously useful collection of activities designed to help you prepare for today’s threats. These puzzles and activities are designed to improve your combat, coordination, memory, and anxiety levels. So keep your brain sharp for any situation! Solutions included. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

**SOLD OUT**

3790758 DAY OF THE DEAD DOT-TO-DOT. By Maddy Brook. Each of the sumptuous images in this volume is guaranteed to be a haunting journey of discovery. And when you are not using the dots to create giant illustrations of snowmen, angels, elves, presents under decorated trees, and other fun to color scenes of yuletide. 96 pages. $8.95

3791130 THE MOVIE BOOK OF ANSWERS. By Carol Bolt. An updated edition of the bestselling divination tool and party favorite. Ask a yes or no question, open the volume, and discover your answer in the form of quotations from well-known movies. Solutions included. 350 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

3791789 THE BOOK OF ANSWERS. By Carol Bolt. An updated edition of the bestselling divination tool and party favorite. Ask a yes or no question, open the volume, and discover your answer. Fun, satisfying, and a lot less time-consuming than asking everyone you know for advice! Hachette. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

3724859 THE MAMMOTH BOOK OF BRAIN WORKOUTS: Over 400 Puzzles, Challenges and Exercises to Train Your Brain. By Gareth Moore. A brilliant new puzzle collection that’s designed to help stimulate, challenge, and train all the key parts of your brain. Comprising over 400 individual puzzles and exercises it offers a whole month’s supply of workouts to keep your brain in tip-top condition. Solutions included. 570 pages. Robin Hachette. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

3858863 JOHN MULHOLLAND’S STORY OF MAGIC: The Development of the Art of Illusion by the CIA’s Master Magician. Originally published in 1955, this book is one of the most important and influential works ever written on the art of magic. It is a must-read for anyone interested in the history of magic. Well illus. 71 pages. Racehorse. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**SOLD OUT**

3875179 MAGIC: Clear & Concise Explanations of Classic Illusions. By Ellis Starmann. A major point of interest is called out and cataloged for your reference. Use the detailed print maps to navigate the isles, unlock the new combat skills, and wield your arcane powers effectively, customize your appearance and more with this beautifully illustrated guide. Includes removable poster map of Summoner Isle. 304 pages. Primad. $19.99

3912469 PUZZLE BARON’S LARGE PRINT LOGIC PUZZLES. By Stephen P Ryder. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Features 120 large print grid-based logic puzzles, each with an entertaining back-story and information clues to help you suss out the solution. Includes solutions. 261 pages. Alpha. 8¾x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**SOLD OUT**

3720182 WILDLIFE PARADISE: Dot-to-Dot in Colour. Using tree-form sketching techniques and with expert color-coding, each design is in itself a work of art—connect the dots to reveal exotic jungle beasts, minute insect masterpieces and preening feathered friends, then color in your art with colors or markers. Apple. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

3795772 THE ULTIMATE RPG GAMEPLAY GUIDE. By James D’Amato. Written for the gamer new to the role-playing game world, getting back into RPGs, or want to get more out of your current campaign, this guide is the most fun and creative way to improve your RPG skills. Chapter titles include RPG 101, RPG exercises and advice to help you get the most from your gaming experience. 254 pages. Racehorse. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

**SOLD OUT**

380670X AMAZING MAGIC TRICKS: To Contound and Delight. Complete with simple card tricks, easy but imaginative coin tricks and basic mind-boggling sleight of hand tricks, this collection of diverse tricks will inspire all aspiring magicians to test their limits. Covers everything from fundamental exercises and advice to help you get the most from your gaming experience. 254 pages. Racehorse. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

2930285 FAMILY FUN NIGHT CONVERSATION STARTER. By Carol Bolt. This book is packed with hundreds of conversation starters that are sure to get you and your family talking, thinking, and laughing! With 24 different themes, add your own thought provoking questions, they will brighten up any table and keep the family conversation flowing like never before. Illus. in color. Cider Mill. 17x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

2932567 WHO SAID THAT? Take the Quote Quiz Challenge. By Owen Frank. Test your quote IQ! With hundreds of witticisms, amusing sayings, and alluring proverbs, you’re sure to find a quote that sparks conversation. Illus. in color. Cider Mill. 17x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95


2939099 MIND STRETCHERS, VOLUME 8. Ed. by Allen D. Bragdon. There are plenty of problems to be tackled in this volume, from simple word puzzles, to word searches, to more complex number puzzles involving sophisticated mental gymnastics. Solutions provided. 192 pages. Reader’s Digest. 8¾x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

3160173 399 GAMES, PUZZLES & TRIVIA CHALLENGES SPECIALLY DESIGNED TO KEEP YOUR BRAIN YOUNG. By Nancy Linde. Organized in an increasing scale of difficulty from “Warm-up” to “Merciless,” here are 399 puzzles, trivia quizzes, brain teasers, and word games that are both fun and engaging. Solutions provided. 192 pages. Reader’s Digest. 8¾x11¼. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

2930315 LIFE OF THE PARTY DINNER PARTY PLACEMATS. By Carol Bolt. The perfect placemats are sure to get you and your family talking, thinking, and laughing! With 24 different placemat themes, add your own thought provoking questions, they will brighten up any table and keep the family conversation flowing like never before. Illus. in color. Cider Mill. 17x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**SOLD OUT**

2926366 MENS A 10-MINUTE BRAIN TEASERS. By Gareth Moore. Challenge yourself and keep your mind young and sharp with these brain-stretching challenges. In the end, you’ll have a stronger, fitter mind, and you’ll have fun in the process. Let the brain games begin! Solutions included. 112 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95


3160054 399 GAMES, PUZZLES & TRIVIA CHALLENGES SPECIALLY DESIGNED TO KEEP YOUR BRAIN YOUNG. By Nancy Linde. Organized in an increasing scale of difficulty from “Warm-up” to “Merciless,” here are 399 puzzles, trivia quizzes, brain teasers, and word games that are both fun and engaging. Solutions provided. 192 pages. Reader’s Digest. 8¾x11¼. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

**SOLD OUT**

3613871 THE MAJOR SALE OF MAGIC: THE GATHERING - THE ELDER SCROLLS ONLINE: SUMMERSET. By Andrew Soltis. Analyzes every game, every deck, every card, every facet. Tell whether a card is worth keeping or selling. Solutions provided. 192 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $7.95

**SOLD OUT**

3790039鎮星計畫’s GUIDE TO BE A BETTER CHESS PLAYER. By Andrew Solitz. Analyzes 365 key chess games, each game features test-yourself quizzes to help cement understanding and build chess confidence. Challenging tactics are revisited in later games to help you recognize when they occur. Illus. 384 pages. Batsford. $19.95

**SOLD OUT**

3790611 THE GATHERING: Rise of the Gatewatch. The Gatewatch’s character histories, from their origins through their final confrontation with Nicol Bolas are presented via the very best card, paintings, lore, and trivia. Includes comic strips, will get you nodding and more is like a stealth boot camp for the mind. This collection of crazy conundrums will keep you guessing until the final page and provide hours of entertainment for detectives of all ages. Solutions provided. Well illus. 169 pages. Harvest House. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

3755401 MIND STRETCHERS, VOLUME 4. Ed. by Allen D. Bragdon. Stimulate those brain cells with these fun and engaging puzzles, challenges, wordplay, visual conundrums, and more is like a stealth boot camp for the mind. This collection of crazy conundrums will keep you guessing until the final page and provide hours of entertainment for detectives of all ages. Solutions provided. Well illus. 169 pages. Harvest House. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

3804497 THE ELDER SCROLLS ONLINE: SUMMERSET. By G. Rocha & D. Dong. The major point of interest is called out and cataloged for your reference. Use the detailed print maps to navigate the isles, unlock the new combat skills, and wield your arcane powers effectively, customize your appearance and more with this beautifully illustrated guide. Includes removable poster map of Summoner Isle. 304 pages. Primad. $19.99

3706311 THE GATHERING: Rise of the Gatewatch. The Gatewatch’s character histories, from their origins through their final confrontation with Nicol Bolas are presented via the very best card, paintings, lore, and trivia. Includes comic strips, will get you nodding and more is like a stealth boot camp for the mind. This collection of crazy conundrums will keep you guessing until the final page and provide hours of entertainment for detectives of all ages. Solutions provided. Well illus. 169 pages. Harvest House. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95
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2844613 WARGAME: The American Revolutionary War. By Peter Dennis. The Puzzles of America’s First 100 Battles. This collection of puzzles on strategy and tactics of the Revolutionary War is brought to life with hundreds of never before seen concept arts, including skeletons, final paintings, 3D renders and textures studies, all with insightful and comprehensive commentary from the artists and developers. 192 pages. Titan. 9½x12. Paperback. $39.95


LIMITED QUANTITY 3891089 WILL SHORTZ PRESENTS LARGE PRINT BRAINBUILDER SUDOKU. LARGE PRINT EDITION. This extra large collection of sudoku has everything you need for days, months and years to come. Grab a pencil and enjoy the printable puzzles passing the time with these big grid solutions. Included. St. Martin’s. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Price Cut to $29.95

3724972 NATURAL WORLD: Dot-To-Dot in Colour. These 30 extreme challenges each include more than 400 color-coded numbered points and will test your mental agility, focus and concentration. Connect the dots to reveal lush landscapes, detailed flora and natural wonders, then use the colored pencils or markers to finish your art. 80 pages. Apple. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Price Cut to $4.95

2893291 BOLT ACTION—GERMANY STRIKES: Early War in Europe. By John Larrheaded. Offers new scenarios, rules and units that give players everything they need to recreate the devastating battles of early war; battle scenes, including the fall in Poland, the breaking of the Maginot Line and the dramatic retreat to Dunkirk. Well illus. in color. 104 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Price Cut to $3.95


2867684 ALEXANDER THE GREAT. 300+ pages. Thames & Hudson. 8½x11¾. Pub. at $29.95


500 PUZZLES & QUIZZES TO KEEP YOU BUSY. By Dave Topping. 224 pages. Parragon. Paperback. $9.99


3700129 THE SECRETS OF CHESS. By Graham Burgess. Illus. 570 pages. Robinson. Published at the end of 2023. $39.95

ASK ME ANYTHING? Hypnotist, Mentalist & Magician. TMW Media Group. Price Cut to $5.95


3781770 FANTASY AGE BASIC RULEBOOK. By Chris Peters. 112 pages. Cardoza. Paperback. $12.95


WINNING LOTTO/LOTTERY FOR EVERYDAY PLAYERS. By Prof. Jones. Join the many players who’ve won million and multimillion dollar jackpots at lotto and lottery using these winning strategies. Also includes winning strategies for keno! Features winning strategies for lotto and lottery games in every state with easy step by step explanations of all strategies. 112 pages. Carlton. Paperback. Sold Out


3855582 MYSTIFYING MIND BENDERS: Over 100 Canny Riddles, Puzzles & Mysteries to Solve. Ed. by Erwin Batchelor. 112 pages. Carlton. $7.95

3763188 THE SHERLOCK HOLMES COMPLETE PUZZLE COLLECTION. By Tim Dedopulos. Illus., many in color. 400 pages. Carlton. Paperback. $21.95


2874752 MAZES & PUZZLES 10. By Anna Bowles. 96 pages. Carlton. Paperback. Published at the end of 2023. $4.95

7609035 FANTASTIC DOTTED-TO-DOTTED PUZZLES. By Concept Puzzles. 96 pages. Puzzliewest. Spiral-bound. Price Cut to $3.95

2875383 MIND STRETCHERS, VOLUME 1. Ed. by Allen D. Levitt. 391 pages. Andrews McMeel. Published at the end of 2023. $3.95


9700135 DOT-TO-DOT OF TOLKIEN. By James Walton. 104 pages. Osprey. Published at the end of 2023. $3.95


2867731 THE ART OF ASSASSIN’S CREED SYNDICATE. By Paul Davies. Takes players into the dark underbelly of Victorian London during the Industrial Revolution. This amazing adventure is based on hundreds of never before seen concept arts, including skeletons, final paintings, 3D renders and textures studies, all with insightful and comprehensive commentary from the artists and developers. 192 pages. Titan. 9½x12. Paperback. $39.95

Crosswords & Word Games

3789667 SCRABLE WORD SEARCH PUZZLES. By Patrick Blindsight. Each puzzle in these pages is filled with hidden Scrable words. The hidden words is a fun way to expand your SCRABLE vocabulary and increase your word power to use against your opponents. Solutions included. 96 pages. Puzzliewest. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Published at the end of 2023. $9.95
Humor


3784584 I BITCH. THEREFORE I Am. By E. Polish & D. Woz. This hilarious little spiral-bound volume has an easel back for easy display and is the ultimate gift for a favorite foodie, churlish chocoeholic, or domestic dominatrix who believes bitchiness isn’t just an attitude–it’s a lifestyle. Illus. in color. Ten Speed. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99


3784287 3718441 50 REASONS TO HATE GOLF AND WHY YOU SHOULD NEVER STOP PLAYING! By Fred Frusseen. Every golfer has a love/hate relationship with the game. We’ve all been frustrated by the unfair departure from the infuriating sport only to show up at the course the next day, excited to play again. This is a humorous look at this addictive, wonderful, strange, exasperating, mystifying sport that has obsessed us all. Illus. 120 pages. Roost. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

3815661 PLANET FUNNY: How Comedy Took Over Our Culture. By Ken Jennings. Tracing the evolution of humor from the cavemen era through modern-day comedians, this book offers a humorous, witty cultural observations, and heart warming family connections. This is a cranky and hilarious love letter of sorts to the western greats. This unique, 198 pages. Roost. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

3850803 AUNTY ACID BREAKS THE INTERNET. By G. Backlund & D. idon. The sassy senior, Aunty Acid, is back with more hilarious little spiral-bound volume has an episodic collection of comic strips and personal stories that will delight and amuse, and you’ll find that kids are wittier and more sophisticated than you might assume. It will conjoin up that experience of being away from home, and the lasting memories that accompany that special place called sleep-away camp. Illus. 160 pages. Abrams. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

3824453 DON’T BE A NORDIC. By Jo Hoar. A hilarious guide to discovering why the hottest current trend of adopting the Scandi lifestyle–isn’t it all it’s cracked up to be. Fully illus. 64 pages. Dog & Pony. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95


---

See more titles at erhbc.com/829
**Plant Directories & Growing Guides**

**3821552 LILACS, REVISED: A Gardener’s Encyclopedia.** By John L. F. McGregor. This edition covers all aspects of selecting, growing, and propagating lilacs. It suggests landscape use and companion plants, and recounts the history of each species and cultivar. It also includes a list of places where readers can see and celebrate lilacs. 500 + color photos. 416 pages. Timber. 8¾x11¾. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

**3792007 BEST PERENNIALS FOR SUN AND SHADE: Home Grown Gardening.** Profiles the easiest to perform best performing perennials for both sunny and shady locations. From controlling pesky bugs and deadheading to staking tall plants and taking root cuttings. A beginning gardener needs to start a garden is here. Fully illus. in color. 246 pages. Timber. Pub. at $24.95

**3814637 THE PLANT LOVER’S GUIDE TO ASTERS.** By Paul & Helen Picton. This gorgeous guide offers a rich source of information on these ultimate easy to grow, late-season plants. Experts reveal most garden-worthy species and varieties, providing tips for growing, propagating, and designing. Fully illus. in color. 357 pages. Ball Publishing. Pub. at $5.95


**3819924 TEMPERATE GARDEN PLANT FAMILIES: The Essential Guide to Identification & Classification.** By P. Goldblatt & J.C. Manning. Botanists, horticulturists, and gardeners will find this guide helpful with the information you need to make a confident identification and be able to recognize similarities among related genera as well as comparing species within a genus. 316 pages. Timber. Pub. at $45.00

**3830476 GROWING HEIRLOOM FLOWERS: Bring the Vintage Beauty of Heritage Blooms to Your Modern Garden.** By Chris McLaughlin. This volume explores the fascinating history of floral science. McLaughlin provides a comprehensive history of flower forms, new species, chemistry, and an amazing account, which provides a completely new understanding of the world’s leading expert is definitive in this distilling account, which provides a completely new taxonomy and provides a detailed analysis of the history of flowers and their use in design and horticulture. Includes over 100 full color illustrations. 227 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95


**3821404 DWARF CAMPANULAS AND ASSOCIATED GENERA.** By Graham Nicholls. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Welllief. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95


**3759180 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PLANTS & FLOWERS.** Ed. by Christopher Brickell. 744 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9x11. Paperback. Pub. at $75.00

**3880955 FLOWERS OF WATER GARDEN: Supercharge Your Borders and Containers with 21 Colorful Plant Combinations.** By Andy Verner. 296 pages. Timber. 8x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95


**3779523 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PLANTS & FLOWERS.** Ed. by Christopher Brickell. 744 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9x11. Paperback. Pub. at $75.00

**3806382 THE GARDENER’S BOTANICAL: An Encyclopedia of Latin Plant Names.** By Ross Bayton. Contains more than 5,000 botanical names listed in alphabetical order, each listed with a pronunciation guide, a description of the plant, and etymology. Also included are fact boxes, essays focusing on the history and importance of Latin names and scientific illustrations. Over 2,000 popular plants are cross-referenced with their binomial. 352 pages. Princeton. 8½x11½. Hardcover. Pub. at $29.95

**3751288 BOTANICA: The Illustrated A-Z of over 10,000 Garden Plants and How to Cultivate Them.** By Ben Zaitchik et al. A comprehensive reference which lists plants in alphabetical order, relates all the information necessary for successful growing, reveals useful background facts regarding, chooses important plant groups, and gives concrete advice and general know-how. An indispensable guide for every green-thumb and budding botanist. Fully illus. in color. 1,020 pages. H. Ullmann. 9x12. Hardcover. Pub. at $47.95

**3831321 100 PLANTS TO GROW IN THE SOUTHWEST.** By Jeff Lowenfels. Written by Jeff Lowenfels. In this detailed volume. Fully illus. in color. 296 pages. Timber. 8x10½. Hardcover. Pub. at $29.95

**3812176 STEP-BY-STEP ULTIMATE HOMES & GARDEN: Better Homes and Gardens.** 312 pages. Meredith. 8½x11. Hardcover. Pub. at $29.95


**Vegetable Gardening**

**1844903 MINI FARMING: Self-Sufficiency on 1/4 Acre.** By Brett L. Markham. More than just a how-to for self-sufficiency, this guide teaches you the principles so that you will have the knowledge to make your own unique applications. Materials, tools, and techniques are detailed with over 100 full color photographs and diagrams. 240 pages. Timber. 8x10¾. Hardcover. Pub. at $29.95

**3814513 FINDING GOOD FARMLAND: How to Evaluate and Acquire Land for Raising Crops and Animals.** By Avi Lakin Hansen. A longtime organic farmer describes how to conduct your search for the perfect small scale organic farm of your dreams, with expert advice on water supplies, soil, drainage, and more. Illus. 123 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**3892085 GROW WHAT YOU LOVE: 12 Food Plant Families to Change Your Life.** By Emily Murphy. An informative and accessible guide ideal for aspiring gardeners looking to take their first steps toward healthy, handmade living. Seasoned green thumbs looking to shake things up with new techniques and flavor combinations will also find much to love in this detailed volume. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Firefly. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95
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**3821609 AN ORCHARD ODYSSEY: Find and Grow Tree Fruit in Your Garden, Community and Beyond.** By Naomi Shade. Full illus. in color. 224 pages. Cambridge. 8¾x10¼. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**7427921 WICKED PLANTS: The Weed That Killed Lincoln’s Mother & Other Botanical Atrocities.** By Amy Stewart. Drawings. 236 pages. Agon. Pub. at $18.95 **$13.95**


**2849933 INSECTIVOROUS PLANTS.** By Charles Darwin. 462 pages. Langford. **$7.95**

**3791359 DO-IT-YOURSELF GARDEN PROJECTS AND CRAFTS: 60 Planters, Bird Houses, Lobster Bins, Garlands, and More!** By Debbie Wolfe. The projects and crafts in this guide rely on homegrown and forged materials that will inspire creativity and capture the bounty of the seasons. There are 60 practical and decorative projects for use in the garden and home. Includes step by step instructions as well as simple crafting and gardening tips that will make your projects successful. Full illus. in color. 224 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8x10¼. **SOLD OUT**

**384840X GARDEN BUILDERS: Plans and Instructions for 35 Projects You Can Make.** By JoAnn Moser. Shows you how to create unique items that will make your garden more effective in as well as more appealing. Includes complete plans and how-to instructions for a sturdy garden bench, garden art, a copper trellis, and a bat house—35 projects in all. Full illus. in color. 192 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8x10¼. **SOLD OUT**

**37709X THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO OUTDOOR CARPENTRY, 2ND EDITION.** From picnic tables to garden bridges, creating beautiful, functional furnishings for your yard is a great way to develop your skills and acquire some first-class yard accessories for a fraction of the cost of buying them. Over 40 plans with clear instructions for all skill levels, including seating, yard structures, garden projects and more. 240 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8x10¼. **SOLD OUT**

**37777X CRAFTED FROM NATURE: Rustic Furniture Techniques.** By Tim Willow. Three women share their special designs of rustic woodworking. Using the materials that nature provides, they create beautiful, functional furnishings for your yard. Each project is illustrated with step by step color photographs and detailed descriptions of the techniques employed. 284 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. **$19.95**

**3854044 GARDEN MOSAICS: 19 Beautiful Projects to Make for Your Garden.** By E. Biggs & T. Hunkin. This perfect guide for crafters of any skill level provides an opening section on the various tools, techniques, and materials needed—from glass and ceramics to stones and marbles. Includes 25 weather-proofed and design templates to make your garden pop with color and your backyard come to life. Full illus. in color. 128 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x10½. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**2894520 PALLET WOOD PROJECTS FOR OUTDOOR SPACES.** By Ryan Overbeck. Packed with ideas for using pallet wood to make garden furniture and accessories. Features step by step instructions and full illustrations that make it easy to design and build outdoor projects. 110 pages. COCO Books. 8x10¼. **$11.95**

**3808262 GARDEN DIY: 25 Fun-To-Make Projects for an Inexpensive and Attractive Outdoor Project.** By Daniel & Samantha Johnson. Full of complete plans and step by step instructions, this guide offers a creative mix of both practical and decorative projects for garden enthusiasts, ranging from easy to more involved projects. From building a birdbath and a potted herb garden to building a compost bin and painting a garden sign, you’ll get an attractive garden in no time. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. CompanionHouse. 8x10. **SOLD OUT**

**3722503 ROSES.** By P.-J. Redoute & J. Sowerby. This gorgeous keepsake showcases the skilled artwork of two men who dedicated their lives to botanical illustration. The Belgian Pierre-Joseph Redoute (1759-1840) and his English contemporary, James Sowerby (1757-1822), includes a DVD with images of the roses to be used by Gardeners. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8x10¼. **PRICE CUT to $24.99**

**374514X EMILY DICKINSON’S GARDENING LIFE: The Plants & Places That Inspired the Iconic Poet.** By Marta McDowell. The author explores Dickinson’s deep passion for plants and how it inspired and informed her writing. Tracing a year in the garden, the volume reveals new details about Dickinson and adds to our collective understanding of who she was as a person. Well illus., many in color. 267 pages. Timber. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**3791550 LITTLE FREE LIBRARIES & TINY SHEDS.** By Philip Schmidt. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8x10½. **PRICE CUT to $22.99**


**370121X CONCRETE GARDEN PROJECTS.** By Mark Swink. Full illus. in color. 132 pages. Timber. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**2942593 LITTLE FREE LIBRARIES & TINY SHEDS.** By Philip Schmidt. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8x10½. **PRICE CUT to $22.99**

**3850420 YARD AND GARDEN FURNITURE, 2ND EDITION: Plans and Step-by-Step Instructions to Create 20 Useful Outdoor Furniture Projects.** By Brian Bunker. Full illus. in color. 192 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8x10. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**


**3853354 AMERICAN HEMP FARMER: Adventures and Misadventures in the Cannabis Trade.** By Doug Fine. The author shares his more than two decades experience gleaned from a year of mindfulness in his garden. In this deeply personal narrative, Martin teaches us to look closer, breathe deeper, and listen harder to truly savor our surroundings. Well illus. in color. 299 pages. Ronin. **SOLD OUT**

**3893634 GARDEN DIY: 25 Fun-To-Make Projects for an Inexpensive and Attractive Outdoor Project.** By Daniel & Samantha Johnson. Full of complete plans and step by step instructions, this guide offers a creative mix of both practical and decorative projects for garden enthusiasts, ranging from easy to more involved projects. From building a birdbath and a potted herb garden to building a compost bin and painting a garden sign, you’ll get an attractive garden in no time. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. CompanionHouse. 8x10. **SOLD OUT**

**3893622 GARDEN DIY: 25 Fun-To-Make Projects for an Inexpensive and Attractive Outdoor Project.** By Daniel & Samantha Johnson. Full of complete plans and step by step instructions, this guide offers a creative mix of both practical and decorative projects for garden enthusiasts, ranging from easy to more involved projects. From building a birdbath and a potted herb garden to building a compost bin and painting a garden sign, you’ll get an attractive garden in no time. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. CompanionHouse. 8x10. **SOLD OUT**

**3850420 YARD AND GARDEN FURNITURE, 2ND EDITION: Plans and Step-by-Step Instructions to Create 20 Useful Outdoor Furniture Projects.** By Brian Bunker. Full illus. in color. 192 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8x10. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**3850420 YARD AND GARDEN FURNITURE, 2ND EDITION: Plans and Step-by-Step Instructions to Create 20 Useful Outdoor Furniture Projects.** By Brian Bunker. Full illus. in color. 192 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8x10. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**3850420 YARD AND GARDEN FURNITURE, 2ND EDITION: Plans and Step-by-Step Instructions to Create 20 Useful Outdoor Furniture Projects.** By Brian Bunker. Full illus. in color. 192 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8x10. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**3850420 YARD AND GARDEN FURNITURE, 2ND EDITION: Plans and Step-by-Step Instructions to Create 20 Useful Outdoor Furniture Projects.** By Brian Bunker. Full illus. in color. 192 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8x10. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**
1373529 THE SECRET GARDENS OF CHARLESTON. By Louisa Pringle Cameron. Charleston is famous for its beautifully landscaped private gardens that make it one of the most beautiful cities in the country. From within these front yards and backyards, one can see the gardens of the city. This book is a perfect guide for anyone looking to explore the beauty of these gardens. $29.95

3821439 CULTIVATING A SENSE OF PLACE. By N. Berner & S. Lowry. This book is a perfect guide for anyone looking to explore the beauty of these gardens. It is filled with excellent photographs of the gardens, farm, and horticultural library at Oak Spring, the private garden of the late Robert and Mildred Mellon. $27.95

1373529 THE SECRET GARDENS OF CHARLESTON. By Louisa Pringle Cameron. Charleston is famous for its beautifully landscaped private gardens that make it one of the most beautiful cities in the country. From within these front yards and backyards, one can see the gardens of the city. This book is a perfect guide for anyone looking to explore the beauty of these gardens. $29.95

3821439 CULTIVATING A SENSE OF PLACE. By N. Berner & S. Lowry. This book is a perfect guide for anyone looking to explore the beauty of these gardens. It is filled with excellent photographs of the gardens, farm, and horticultural library at Oak Spring, the private garden of the late Robert and Mildred Mellon. $27.95
Knitting

2667877 KNITTED SCARVES: Knit–13 Stylish Projects to Make. Ed. by Richard Wile. Write for the perfect accessory to complete any outfit, and any of these designs will brighten the day. This guide offers easy-to-follow patterns suitable for all abilities; ideal portable projects for knitters on the go; and a technique all the necessary basic skills. Color section explaining photos. 48 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

3826546 HIP CROCHET. By Natalie Clegg. Bursing with fun practical and frivolous ideas this Crochet for color new collecting of tried and tested fabulous projects to make: hot-water bottle cozy; draft snake; tablecloth, a contemporary Union Jack cushion cover and more. Fully illus. in color. 126 pages. Tuva. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3867617 RAINBOW CROCHETED AFGHANS. By Amanda Perks. Crochet rainbow of bright and beautiful afghans with this guide featuring 10 irresistible projects, and color variations for twenty more. Includes easy to follow instructions and crochet charts, as well as inspiration to help with each afghan block by block. 128 pages. Search. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

3912914 100 LITTLE CROCHET GIFTS TO MAKE. By Val Pierce et al. This fantastic collection of 100 beautiful crochet gifts to make includes projects that you will love from beanies, hats and granny squares to flowers, purses and bears. Includes a chapter on the basics of crochet. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Search. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

3886288 CROCHET CHARACTERS: Fun & Furry Animals. By Kristen Rank. Crochet these adorable critters in just hours. The cuddly koala and a sweet bunny. Includes yarn, a crochet hook, stuffing, felt, embroidery floss, eye beads and a needle. A guide gives an introduction to basic stitches, knitting techniques, plus step by step instructions for 12 patterns and ideas on how to customize each project. Well illus. in color. Becker & Mayer. Pub. at $22.95.

3883226 CUTE CROCHET WORLD. By Suzann Thompson. An absolutely adorable assortment of 51 crochet motifs that range in style from cute to classic, including animals, accessories, seasons, toys, tools, home and transportation. There's something here for everyone! Includes complete instructions with clear step by step photos. Fully illus. in color. 132 pages. Lark. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

3912329 ONCE UPON A TIME...IN CROCHET. By Lynne Rowe. Choose from 30 colourful fairytale characters and use the simple patterns to create toys and keepsakes to treasure. Includes easy to use step by step techniques with patterns for each. Fully illus. in color. 126 pages. Pavilion. 9¼x11¼. Spiralbound. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95


2653825 KNITTING MODULAR SHAWLS, WRAPS, AND STOLES. By Melissa Leapman. Well illus. in color. 288 pages. Storey. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $32.00 $4.95
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Crochet

3826546 HIP CROCHET. By Natalie Clegg. Bursing with fun practical and frivolous ideas this Crochet for color new collecting of tried and tested fabulous projects to make: hot-water bottle cozy; draft snake; tablecloth, a contemporary Union Jack cushion cover and more. Fully illus. in color. 126 pages. Tuva. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3867617 RAINBOW CROCHETED AFGHANS. By Amanda Perks. Crochet rainbow of bright and beautiful afghans with this guide featuring 10 irresistible projects, and color variations for twenty more. Includes easy to follow instructions and crochet charts, as well as inspiration to help with each afghan block by block. 128 pages. Search. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

3912914 100 LITTLE CROCHET GIFTS TO MAKE. By Val Pierce et al. This fantastic collection of 100 beautiful crochet gifts to make includes projects that you will love from beanies, hats and granny squares to flowers, purses and bears. Includes a chapter on the basics of crochet. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Search. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

3886288 CROCHET CHARACTERS: Fun & Furry Animals. By Kristen Rank. Crochet these adorable critters in just hours. The cuddly koala and a sweet bunny. Includes yarn, a crochet hook, stuffing, felt, embroidery floss, eye beads and a needle. A guide gives an introduction to basic stitches, knitting techniques, plus step by step instructions for 12 patterns and ideas on how to customize each project. Well illus. in color. Becker & Mayer. Pub. at $22.95.

3883226 CUTE CROCHET WORLD. By Suzann Thompson. An absolutely adorable assortment of 51 crochet motifs that range in style from cute to classic, including animals, accessories, seasons, toys, tools, home and transportation. There's something here for everyone! Includes complete instructions with clear step by step photos. Fully illus. in color. 132 pages. Lark. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

3912329 ONCE UPON A TIME...IN CROCHET. By Lynne Rowe. Choose from 30 colourful fairytale characters and use the simple patterns to create toys and keepsakes to treasure. Includes easy to use step by step techniques with patterns for each. Fully illus. in color. 126 pages. Pavilion. 9¼x11¼. Spiralbound. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95


2653825 KNITTING MODULAR SHAWLS, WRAPS, AND STOLES. By Melissa Leapman. Well illus. in color. 288 pages. Storey. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $32.00 $4.95
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382875 MY FIRST MAZE BOOK. Kassa Dubiul. Keep your little puzzle fan entertained for hours on end with this colorful maze collection. Guide the pirate to buried treasure, show the knight the path to the castle, swing the monkey through the jungle, and much more. Ages 4 & up. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Arcturus. 9x10/16. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95.

LIMITED QUANTITY 3837840 WHOSE HOUSE? By H.A. Rey. Lift the flaps on each page to see what—or who—lives in these different homes! Ages 3-6. Fully illus. in color. HMH. Pub. at $8.99. $4.95

3836762 PUZZLE BARON KIDS’ PUZZLE PUZZLES. By J. P. Pyrler. Simpleminded clues lead you through a jungle, to a basketball court, to the party table, in each of these colorful picture puzzle scenes. Sharpen your pencil and get ready to use your detective skills to find what’s missing! Ages 8 & up. 192 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99.

3847455 BUILD THE DRAGON. By Dugald Steer. Enter the magical realm of dragons and discover the features, powers, and behaviors of these mystical creatures from around the world. Build a spectacular model of a Western dragon with this kit, then wind up the motor, and watch the dragon come to life. In color. 31 pages. Silver Dolphin. 7x9/14. Pub. at $19.99. $6.95

3786695 READY, SET, DRAW! WILD ANIMALS. Juan Calle, ted by W. Potter. A fun and easy way to learn wildlife art; this fantastic, easy-to-use guide helps you discover and draw the features, patterns, and behaviors of wild animals to bring them to life. In color. 50 pages. Explorer. 8x10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.95. $6.95

3828499 BATMAN: FLASHLIGHT PROJECTIONS. By Jake Black. Gotham City is a dark place, criminals lurk around every corner, and only Batman can bring them to justice! Shine a light through the window on each page to project thrilling Batman scene onto the wall or ceiling, and read about discovering the world of the Caped Crusader. Ages 7-10. Fully illus. in color. Workman. 8/4x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99.


3717428 EYE-LIKE TRUCKS. Includes over 400 reusable stickers to mix and match. These peel and place stickers are perfect for windows, lunch boxes or notebooks. Ages 4 & up. Illus. in color. Workman. 8/4x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95.

3903141 SENSATIONAL ILLUSIONS: Bamboozle Your Brain, Scramble Your Senses, Confound Your Friends. By Margaret Parrish. Astonish an audience with mind-blowing illusions, vanish tricks and coins, and mystifying magic. This guide is full of everything you need to perform your own magic shows for family and friends. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. 31 pages. Dorling Kindersley.

3790254 STICKER BOOK. By Liz Ball. This super-sized sticker book is packed with hundreds of quirky stickers and funny sayings. Perfect for kids of all ages, this collection provides endless amounts of fun for fans of the Harry Potter series, this gut busting collection includes over 150 stickers. Fully illus. in color. 136 pages. HMH. Pub. at $12.99.

3889966 SEW FUN TOGETHER: 25 Fun Projects to Sew with Kids. By Jenny Doh. Show kids how awesome sewing can be with these projects for ages 6 to 12. Chromatrick, a fun-up puzzle, a triangle, or a triangle. Simple step by step instructions and a colorful collection make drawing animals as easy as it is fun! Ages 5-8 & up. Illus. 165 pages. Sky Pong. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $7.95

3890673 HIDDEN PICTURE PUZZLES AT THE ZOO. By Liz Ball. Spend hours at the zoo searching for over 1,000 hidden animals and objects in 50 exciting puzzles. Once you find all the secret items you can bring the pages to color by theming. With so much to discover, color, and learn about zoo animals, you’ll never want to leave the zoo! Solutions included. Ages 5-9 Fully illus. 85 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

3777820 BELLY LAUGH FUNNIEST, GROOSTEST JOKES FOR KIDS. From snappy one-liners to hilarious and disgusting puns. This collection is complete with 350 jokes for kids. Perfect for long car rides, rainy days, and hanging out with friends, this title is sure to bring laughter and fun into your home. Ages 5-8 & Illus. 122 pages. Sky Pong. Pub. at $9.99. $3.95


3825400 PUZZLE BARON’S KIDS’ PUZZLES. By J. P. Pyrler. If you love figuring out brain teasers, this will send your brain into overdrive! You get 300 awesome puzzles like: scramblers, word searches, pathways, logic, acrostics, and lots more. Terrible traps may impede your every step of puzzle and fun facts and riddles to keep you entertained. Ages 10-17. 266 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $3.95

3912442 PUZZLE BARON KIDS’ PUZZLE PUZZLES. By J. P. Pyrler. Simpleminded clues lead you through a jungle, to a basketball court, to the party table, in each of these colorful picture puzzle scenes. Sharpen your pencil and get ready to use your detective skills to find what’s missing! Ages 8 & up. 192 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99.

3903133 OUT OF THE BOX: 25 Cardboard Engineering Projects for Makers. By Jemma Westing. With this kit, create your own household cardboard into incredible art projects that you can wear, share, and play with. Learn how to build and decorate your cardboard creations, including costumes and castles, gifts and games, puppets and pirate ships. Ages 10 & up. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8x11/16. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $6.95

3890833 TURN THIS BOOK INTO A BEER STEIN: 50 Beer Mug Experiments and Activities That Explore the Amazing World of Beers. By Lynn Brunelle. Learn about all the types of beers, why beers are critical to our food supply; and how bees live about all the types of bees; why bees are critical to our food supply; and how bees live. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. $6.95

3779303 TURN THIS BOOK INTO A BEER STEIN: 50 Beer Mug Experiments and Activities That Explore the Amazing World of Beers. By Lynn Brunelle. Learn about all the types of beers, why beers are critical to our food supply; and how bees live about all the types of bees; why bees are critical to our food supply; and how bees live. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. $6.95

3893287 SMALL PARTS, NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Ages 7 & up. 31 pages. Dorling Kindersley.


3790111 MIND-BOGGLING ANIMAL PUZZLES: A Treasury of Fabulous Facts. Secret Codes, Games, Mazes, and More! By Vicki Whiting. Melissa. By J. Schwartz. This book is packed with a word searches, and so much more, these entertaining activities teach kids about animals and keep them engaged as they learn. With 50 clever collection of brain exercises, children will spend hours learning loads of fun animal facts. Solutions included. Ages 5-10. Fully illus. in color. 72 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95
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4643283 POPULAR MECHANICS 101

10. Things That Fly: Planes, Rockets, Whirly-Gigs & More! In days gone by, industrial kids used ingenuity and creativity to make incredible things that fly. glide, leap, and more. This exciting volume brings us back to those inventive times, presenting what kids just as they were published in the pages of Popular Mechanics. Well illus. in color. 175 pages. Hestor. Pub. at $24.95

43908270 KIDS’ GUIDE TO LEARNING THE UKULELE. By Emily Arrow. Learn all the basics on how to hold, tune, and play the ukulele. Become familiar with main chords, then go on to learn 24 songs, from classics such as Row, Row, Row your Boat and Long John Silver to original sing-along games and activities. You’ll even have the chance to write your own songs with the tips. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

3912884 10 MINUTES A DAY PROBLEM SOLVING, 3RD GRADE: Math Made Easy. By Manu Dancer and Chris McDade. With the included easy to use 10 minute timer, you can reinforce your child’s problem solving skills and knowledge through ten minutes of daily practice at home. Ages 8-10. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

3890863 CALLING ALL MINDS: How to Think and Create Like an Inventor. By Tempest Grandin with B. Lerner. Looks at how science behind inventions and the steps inventors take to create things by tinkering, through trial and error, and sometimes with serendipity. If you can dream it, you can make it. Ages 10 & up illus. 228 pages. Philomel. Pub. at $18.99

384854X A NEW YORK YEAR: Twelve Months in the Life of New York Kids. By Tanya Mccarthy Ellis. With T. Steiner. Take a journey with five New York kids through twelve months in their lives. Enjoy festivals and events, games and sports, and friends. The authors show you how about your favorite Disney characters and meet some you may not know-in this comprehensive, fully illustrated guide. With more than 600 movie-by-movie character bios and a whole host of fun facts, you’ll be a Disney expert in no time! Ages 6-9. 432 pages. Disney. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99

3912325 GEOGRAPHY, 3RD GRADE: DK Workbooks. By Anne Flouders. Through fact boxes, exercises, puzzles, maps and charts, students begin to understand the geography of places. All with geography, reinforce their understanding, and reach their full potential in school. Pre-kindergarten illus. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99

3903214 SPELL CHECK: All the Spelling Rules and More Than 2,000 Words! By Jacqueline Harris. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99


373007X HIGHLIGHTS HANDWRITING CURSIVE PRACTICE. Fully illus in color. 256 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8½x10¼. Paperback


496013 Gold: Gilding History & Techniques. By Kirsten Beuster. This volume begins with a brief history of gold crafting and dentistry, the major important techniques of gilding. The technical details of the gilder’s art are shown in hundreds of detailed color photos, and tools and materials are covered. 111 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

3972628 LITTLE CARS. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

389069X LEATHER PYROGRAPHY: A Beginner’s Guide to Burning Decorative Designs on Leather. By Michele Parsons. Teaches you everything you need to know about burning on leather with a smooth technique. You’ll get all the basics of pyrography, such as tools, equipment, pen styles, how to burn, what types of leather to use, and more. The six projects range from easy to advanced, with step by step instructions, photos, and expert tips. 144 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

390561 BUILDING GOURD BIRDHOUSES WITH THE FAIRY GOURDMOTHER. By Sammie Crawford. Follow along as the Fairy Gourdmother walks you through building and decorating twelve leathered framed birdhouses while exploring Edgar Allan P. Crow to a cute pop-up bird toy. You will learn practical assembly skills and expert painting techniques so you can adorning your creations with leather. Illus. in color. Princeton Architectural. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95


387906X LEATHER PYROGRAPHY: A Beginner’s Guide to Burning Decorative Designs on Leather. By Michele Parsons. Teaches you everything you need to know about burning on leather with a smooth technique. You’ll get all the basics of pyrography, such as tools, equipment, pen styles, how to burn, what types of leather to use, and more. The six projects range from easy to advanced, with step by step instructions, photos, and expert tips. 144 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99


3895661 BUILDING GOURD BIRDHOUSES WITH THE FAIRY GOURDMOTHER. By Sammie Crawford. Follow along as the Fairy Gourdmother walks you through building and decorating twelve leathered framed birdhouses while exploring Edgar Allan P. Crow to a cute pop-up bird toy. You will learn practical assembly skills and expert painting techniques so you can adorn your creations with leather. Illus. in color. Princeton Architectural. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

Children’s Titles

4643283 POPULAR MECHANICS 101

10. Things That Fly: Planes, Rockets, Whirly-Gigs & More! In days gone by, industrial kids used ingenuity and creativity to make incredible things that fly. glide, leap, and more. This exciting volume brings us back to those inventive times, presenting what kids just as they were published in the pages of Popular Mechanics. Well illus. in color. 175 pages. Hestor. Pub. at $24.95

43908270 KIDS’ GUIDE TO LEARNING THE UKULELE. By Emily Arrow. Learn all the basics on how to hold, tune, and play the ukulele. Become familiar with main chords, then go on to learn 24 songs, from classics such as Row, Row, Row your Boat and Long John Silver to original sing-along games and activities. You’ll even have the chance to write your own songs with the tips. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

3890863 CALLING ALL MINDS: How to Think and Create Like an Inventor. By Tempest Grandin with B. Lerner. Looks at how science behind inventions and the steps inventors take to create things by tinkering, through trial and error, and sometimes with serendipity. If you can dream it, you can make it. Ages 10 & up illus. 228 pages. Philomel. Pub. at $18.99

384854X A NEW YORK YEAR: Twelve Months in the Life of New York Kids. By Tanya Mccarthy Ellis. With T. Steiner. Take a journey with five New York kids through twelve months in their lives. Enjoy festivals and events, games and sports, and friends. The authors show you how about your favorite Disney characters and meet some you may not know-in this comprehensive, fully illustrated guide. With more than 600 movie-by-movie character bios and a whole host of fun facts, you’ll be a Disney expert in no time! Ages 6-9. 432 pages. Disney. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99


3890188 STEPHEN'S MORE... INCREdiBLE CROSS-SECTIONS. By Richard Platt. As you pore over these superbly detailed pages you will discover loads of awesome, wacky, and wonderful gizmos, gadgets, and gizmos. From airports to space stations, this illustrated volume will show you how things work. Ages 9-12. 32 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10x12. Pub. at $19.99

3871676 TANNELED LEATHER HAND-MADE BAGS. By Y. Ganahe & P. Tsujioka. Shows how to make forty bags and miscellaneous goods with very simple, clear-cut instructions that even total beginners can follow along with. Includes buttons, shims, many kinds of leather and other materials, and how to make your own designs. Fully illustrated in color. 136 pages. Schiffer. 8½x10½. Paperback.
Every Problem You'll Ever Face, Answers to Every Pub. at $21.95

* 3782158 THE SCULPTING BOOK: A Complete Introduction to Modeling the Human Figure. Shows you step by step how to sculpt realistic figures, from face to feet, through ten projects. The first five lessons teach the elements of figure sculpture, and the next five projects offer a sequence for effective skill building as you create a bas-relief portrait, an animal, a standing nude, a bust, and a life-size figure. Fully illus., color, 143 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x11¼. $21.95

* 3782159 THE ILLUSTRATED BALD EAGLE. By Denny Rogers. The ultimate reference guide for bird lovers, woodcarvers, and artists, with proportion charts that reduce each full-scale measurement to its simplified counterpart, can be cut into many sizes. These drawings deliver every realistic detail of the bird—down to each feather—that can be infused into your artistic creations. Fully illus., many in color, 80 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

* 3042235 INTRODUCTION TO BOOKBINDING & CUSTOM CASES: A Project Approach for Learning Traditional Methods. By Tom & Cindy Hollander. Well illus. in color, 208 pages. Schiffer. 9x11¼. $29.95

* 5651506 THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO SELLING ARTS & CRAFTS ONLINE: How to Sell on Etsy, eBay, Your Storefront, and Everywhere Else Online. Ed. by Jean Campbell. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Gibbs Smith. 10¾x12¼. Pub. at $75.00

* 3900745 BEADER'S GUIDE: Right-Angle Weave. Ed. by Erica Barse. Presents the details of the most creative right-angle weave jewelry projects from Bead & Button magazine, along with a thorough guide to right-angle weave and cubic right-angle weave. Explore the possibilities of what can be done with stunning weaves to offer. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Kalmbach. $14.95

* 3955866 FLOWER JEWELRY: A Step-by-Step Workshop. By Ani Afshar. A truly unique jewelry-making workshop with this guide that includes step by step color photographs for more than 50 jewelry projects. A gallery of similar styles will inspire you to keep creating. 48 pages. Schiffer. 11x8¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

* 3995653 RIBBON JEWELRY: A Step-by-Step Workshop. By Ani Afshar. Create a beaded necklace with long ribbon streamers and more with this guide that includes over 100 color photographs that detail each step. A gallery of similar styles will inspire you to keep creating. 48 pages. Schiffer. 11x8¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

* 3995652 RIBBON & STRINGS JEWELRY: A Step-by-Step Workshop. By Ani Afshar. Wire and glass beads are combined in this jewelry-making guide as equal partners, making the bending of Wire more than just rings for attachments. Included are step by step instructions and color photographs of each step along with a gallery of beautiful pieces to inspire you. 48 pages. Schiffer. 11x8¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95


Fabric & Textile Arts

* 3826235 THREE-DIMENSIONAL TEXTILES WITH COILS, LOOPS, KNOTS AND NETS. By Ruth Lee. Create stunning two and three dimensional structures with simple techniques that need no tools. Each technique is explained with step by step instructions and diagrams, while photos of stuffing textile work throughout provides inspiration for taking your ideas further. 128 pages. Interweave. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95

* 3842276 BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO PUNCH NEEDLE PROJECTS: 26 Accessories and Decorations to Embroider in Relief. By Juliette Michelot. Learn the basic punch needle techniques, then follow step by step instructions to complete 26 punch needle masterpieces full of color, texture, and style. With dozens of use patterns, material lists, color suggestions, and photography for each project, this is the perfect guide for any crafter looking to try something new. 96 pages. Landauer Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99
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3912191 MASTERING THE ART OF FABRIC PRINTING AND DESIGN: Techniques, Traditions, and Inspirations. By Laurie Wisbrun. Learn everything you need to know to design and print gorgeous fabrics with step by step tutorials for designing patterns and a comprehensive section on printing techniques including screen printing, stenciling, block printing, resist dying, and digital printing. Fully illus, in color. 208 pages. Chronicle. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $30.00

SOLD OUT

3912181 NATURAL BOTANICAL DYING: 20 Projects for Every Season. By Mariko Asada. A perfect guide for both beginners and experienced dyers alike, the author teaches you everything you need to know about dying with natural botanical dyes. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Nippan IFS. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

3895631 FAMOUS TEXAS MEN PAPER DOLLS. By Tom Tierney. Men of note who hail from Texas are featured, with full body representation and three carefully researched costumes. Figures shown include political leaders such as Sam Houston. Color photo-lead Quanah Parker, and nine more. Fully illus, in color. 43 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11

$9.95

3896234 MARIE LAVEAU VOODOO PAPERMASK PAPER DOLLS. By Tom Tierney. Paper dolls and accurate costume details help take you inside the world of Marie Laveau (1794-1861), New Orleans’ powerful “voodoo queen.” Includes dolls of Marie’s life, along with important people in her life, and Voodoo deities. Fully illus, in color. 112 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11

$4.95

2615303 THE CAPSULE WARDROBE: 170 Outfits from 30 Pieces. By Wendy Mac. De-clutter your closet, maximize your fashion choices, and reinvent your own personal style with the detailed descriptions and creative styling ideas in this guide, plus a list of all one thousand outfits in a handy table. Let Mac help you revitalize your closet, and make dressing worry-free! 231 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $16.99

$12.99


$34.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3835065 ART DECO FASHION: Masterpieces of Art. By Gordon Kerr. Guides you through the liberating world of Art Deco fashion with a captivating journey from the end of the First World War and into the luxurious Roaring Twenties and the Jazz Age. Discover the influences and illustrators behind the trend, color photos. 544 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $95.00

$55.00


$7.95


$9.95


$3.95

Fashion & Costume

3912728 VOGUE ESSENTIALS: Lingerie. By Anna Ceyer. From silk to lace, bondage to bralettes, La Perla to Agent Provocateur, this volume is a bewitching celebration of femininity. Fully illus, in color. Conran Octopus. Pub. at $30.00

SOLD OUT

383008X LOLITA: Style Icon. By Giulia Pivetta. No longer a child but not yet a woman, Lolita encapsulates one of the most mysterious aspects of femininity—the brief, delicious, transitional moment of adolescence. Pivetta documents the history and evolution of this most celebrated female archetype. Well illus. in color. 172 pages. ORE Cultura. Pub. at $30.00

$11.95

3811476 WOMEN’S HATS OF THE 20TH CENTURY FOR DESIGNERS & COLLECTORS. By M. Reilly & M.B. Detrich. Organized in time-line sequence, from the late Victorian era through the 1960’s, this book offers the milliners of both America and Europe, along with tips on dating, valuation, and storing. Fully illus. in color. 255 pages. Schiffer. 9x11¼

$9.95

3740382 BRIGIDITE BARDOT: My Life in Fashion. By Henry-Jean Serrat. In photographs that capture her attending receptions by Queen Elizabeth II and Charles de Gaulle or on glamorous visits to the U.S., in fashion shoots and on film sets, or of course, Bardot’s own style, this volume illustrates all the key looks that Bardot wore and brought to the international spotlight as she invented and edited her own highly imitated style. 255 pages. Flammarion. Pub. at $29.95

SOLD OUT

3912736 VOGUE: The Shoe. By Harriet Quick. The work of the world’s best shoe designers takes center stage in this stunning volume, grouped into five thematic chapters. Cinderella, Town & Country, Party Shoes, Bohemian, and Ethiopia & Fantasy. Fully illus, in color. 304 pages. Conran Octopus. 8x10¼. Pub. at $49.95

$39.95

2804581 LINERIE: Two Centuries of Lingerie Design. By Norma Shephard. From corsets to negligees to reverse thongs, hundreds of fascinating garments are shown in over 500 color photographs that capture the evolution of French culture and empowering society. Includes a full glossary, value guide, and Index. 176 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11

$29.95

SOLD OUT

3770855 DRESS IN THE AGE OF JANE AUSTEN: Regency Fashion. By Hilary Alexander. Alexander takes us on a journey into the world of the clothing and fashion of the world depicted in Jane Austin’s beloved stories. The author explores the social and cultural sphere of the time in and around 18th and 19th century towns, exploring the various people dressed in order to inhabit these settings between 1795 and 1825. Well illus. in color. 286 pages. Yale. Pub. at $34.95

$29.95

3888908 MANUFACTURING PROCESSES FOR TEXTILE AND FASHION DESIGN PROFESSIONALS. By Roo Thompson. Introduces the only encyclopedic guide that clearly explains over 4,000 processes, raw materials and innovative production techniques and over 60 materials used in textile and fashion design. Fully illus. in color. Hartman. 8x10¾. Changing social factors, color photos. 1,000 Outfits from 30 Pieces. By Lauren Friedman. Presents head-turning looks plus hundreds of styling and accessorizing tips. Explore new looks with the latest in denim garments while learning how (and why) it can flatten your figure and suit any mood and occasion. Color illus. 128 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

3837254 THE FASHION CHRONICLES: The Style Stories of History’s Best Dressed. By Amber Butchart. From Eve’s fig leaf to Beyoncé’s Black Panther homage, the way we choose to adorn our bodies is up to the individual. This book introduces the only encyclopedic guide to the included fashion and costume details help take you inside the world of Marie Laveau (1794-1861), New Orleans’ powerful “voodoo queen.” Includes dolls of Marie’s life, along with important people in her life, and Voodoo deities. Fully illus, in color. 112 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11

$24.99

3794545 PERFUME: A Century of Scents. By Lizzie Ostrom. An olfactory adventure that explores the trends and crazes that have shaped our world since we spritzed over the past century. Scent is truly a passport to memory, making this volume a passport to memory, making this volume a passage to understanding how the period of this period of the world. Features over 60 materials used in textile and fashion design. Fully illus. in color. Hartman. 8x10¾. Changing social factors, color photos. 1,000 Outfits from 30 Pieces. By Lauren Friedman. Presents head-turning looks plus hundreds of styling and accessorizing tips. Explore new looks with the latest in denim garments while learning how (and why) it can flatten your figure and suit any mood and occasion. Color illus. 128 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

3830152 SCAASI: American Couturier. By Pamela A. Purnal with W. DeGregorio. Features period photographs; sketches, notes, and clippings from Scassa’s personal archives, plus interviews with his show stopping designs. 148 pages. MFA Publications. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $55.00

$39.95

SOLD OUT

3802099 CHINESE DRESS: From the Qing Dynasty to the Present Day. By Valery Garrett. Examines the extraordinary range of Chinese dress, from court and formal costumes through to the working attire of the lower classes and the latest fashions of New China. Illustrated with over 500 images of contemporary fashion. Includes 60 images from museum and private collections as well as unpublished archival photos, this is an essential reference for costume historians and collectors alike. 240 pages. Tuttle. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

$21.95

$7.95

$6.50

$29.95

$29.95

$24.99

$29.95

$9.95

$3.95

$9.95

$39.95

$12.99

$21.95

$24.99

$11.95
Cooking Techniques & Guides

305789 SIMPLY MARY ONE-POT MEALS. By M. Tsai & A. Boehm. Chef Mary Tsai believes there are two basic needs in everyday cooking: taste, healthfulness, simplicity, and affordability, and in this collection of 80 recipes he baking all four. They include delicious meals like Soo-Noodle Shrimp Pancakes, Sweet Potato Ravioli with Brown Thai-Basil Butter, and Cranberry-Horizo Chicken ‘n Rice. Color photos. 192 pages. Kyle Books. 978x10x1. $29.95. $17.95

390107 SIMPLE & SPICE; Recipes for Seasonings, Rubs, Marinades, Brines, Glazes & Butters. By Valerie Aiken-Smith. Unlock the secrets of fantastically flavorful dishes with over 90 delicious ideas for meat, fish, vegetable and desserts and included here. Simple rubs, mixes, marinades, glazes, butters or create your own taste sensations. Recipes include Harissa and Pomegranate Rack of Lamb, and Italian Roasted Cornish Game Hens with Prosciutto. Color photos. 144 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

376736 SUBSTITUTING INGREDIENTS, 4TH EDITION. A to Z Kitchen Reference. By Becky Sue Epstein. In this handy little kitchen companion you’ll find substitutions for difficult to find items and common items you may not have on hand. Green, nontoxic cleaner solutions; less expensive ingredient options; simple recipes for condiments, sauces, and desserts; brines will help you create your own taste sensations. Recipes include Harissa and Pomegranate Rack of Lamb, and Italian Roasted Cornish Game Hens with Prosciutto. Color photos. 144 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

379146 THE PRESSURE COOKER COOKBOOK. Revised. By Toula Patsalis. Discover the versatility of the pressure cooker with more than 250 recipes for appetizers, soups, salads, entrees, side dishes, and desserts and more! Learn how to adapt your own favorite dishes to today’s new and improved technology. 216 pages. HPBooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $13.95

342905 RATIO: The Simple Codes Behind the Craft of Everyday Cooking. By Michael Ruhlman. When you know a culinary ratio, it’s not like knowing a single recipe. It’s instantly knowing a thousand. For instance, when you learn that basic cookie dough is 1 part sugar, 2 parts fat, and 3 parts flour, you can add anything for flavor and extra. The ratios for doughs, batters, and more are revealed here. 244 pages. $16.00. $9.95

389256 SECRETS OF GREAT SECOND MEALS: Flexible Modern Recipes That Value Time and Limit Waster. By Sara Dickerman. A great second meal isn’t just reheating last night’s dinner, and here you’ll discover the potential of your leftovers, learn to cook smart, save time and money, and add new variety and flavor to your everyday cooking. Recipes include: Frittata, Chicken Salad, Chunky Chile-Laced Soup; Fish Cook Pudding Purse; and more. Color photos. 344 pages. $16.00. $9.95

382370 MY ZERO-WASTE KITCHEN. By Ruth R’Ouor-Koujes. Become a zero-waste hero with these smart and simple ideas to shop, plan, cook, and eat waste-free. Includes over 100 zero-waste classic recipes–pump up pasta with carrot tops, or bake a cake with banana peels. Illus. in color. 72 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $9.95. $3.95

294541X THE MASON JAR COOKBOOK: 80 Healthy and Portable Meals. By Amy Fai. Enjoy the convenience of creating dishes in the mason jar. No longer just for jellies and jam, mason jars are now being filled in the most creative and fashionable ways. The easy to follow recipes include Asian Pear and Cashew Salad, Breakfast Burrito in a Jar, and Chicken Parmesan Sandwich. Well illus. in color. 135 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.95. $11.95

370490 FIX, FREEZE, FEAST, 2ND EDITION. By K. Neville & L. Ahrens. Cook one basic recipe and feed a family of four for three nights with this helpful kitchen resource that will help you fill your freezer with delicious homemade make-ahead meals.Includes 150 recipes for traditional favorites like lasagna, iron formations, and tenderloin to delectable specialties like Moroccan Meatballs, Sticky Ribs, and Lemon-Blueberry Stroa. Fully illus. in color. 248 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95. $9.35

380463 DUTCH OVEN & CASSEROLE COOKING, REVISED THIRD EDITION. By Anne Schafer. Features over 125 recipes to serve up breakfast, breads, dinner entrees, side dishes, and desserts everyone in the family will love. Plus insight on on outdoor and cooking cast iron cookware. Perfect for camping and cooking enthusiasts, most recipes include instructions for both indoor and outdoor cooking methods. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

391597 HEALTHY MEAL PREP: Time-Saving Plans to Prep and Portion Your Weekly Meals. By R. Shih. Learn how to meal prep like a pro with twelve weekly plans and more and Portion Your Weekly Meals. Includes instructions for both indoor and outdoor cooking methods. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

393405 OLYMPIA PROVISIONS. By E. Cairo & M. Ersson. Portland’s Olympia Provisions, as Oregon’s first USDA-certified salumeria, but it has grown into a mini-empire, with two bustling restaurants and charcuterie shipping out daily to top chefs. Chef Jason Paris and staff offer an impressive list of ferments, from a spicy kimchi to a mouthwatering wild microgreens. All you need is tap water and a glass jar, and you’re ready to go. $24.95

6921779 SPROUTS, SHOOTS & MICROGREENS: Tiny Plants to Grow and Eat in Your Kitchen. By Lina Wallentinsson. Learn how to grow and consume sprouts, shoots, and microgreens. All you need is tap water and a glass jar, and you’re ready to go. 272 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

382595 SUSHI MEALS. By T. Rynn. Experience Asia with 75 sushi-inspired dishes like Soba-Noodle Shrimp Pancakes; Baked Pumpkin and Portion Your Weekly Meals. Includes over 275 recipes for soups, stews, and more. Well illus. in color. 952 pages. HMH. Pub. at $37.00. $27.95

672983X AIR FRYER GURU: 100+ New Recipes for Every Air Fryer. By Meredith Lawrence. Air fryers make great French fries and onion rings, but did you know you can use your air fryer for much more? Discover the secrets to an under-appreciated device with this comprehensive and definitive guide to DIY home air fryer ever published. Readers will find detailed information on fermenting vegetables, meats, wines, and ciders; beers and other grain-based alcoholic beverages; sour tonic beverages; milk, grains and starchy tubers, beans and seeds; fish, meat, eggs and more. Color photos. 498 pages. Chelsea Green. Pub. at $39.95. $24.95

390884X KOJI ALCHEMY: Rediscovering the Magic of Mycelium for Fermentation. By T. Umansky. Delivers a comprehensive look at modern koji use around the world as it inspires the next wave of fermentation enthusiasts. Using it to rapidly age cheese, cure meats and fish, and other fermentations, the magic of koji is taken to unexpected places, revolutionizing the creation of fermented foods and flavor profiles for both professional and home cooks. Color photos. 335 pages. Chelsea Green. Pub. at $29.95. $27.95

390106 SEASONED: Over 100 Recipes That Maximize Flavor Inside and Out. By John Whalen III. Featuring sauces, grubs, rubs and toppings that emphasize simplicity, time, and patience, the 100 innovative recipes within allow you to capture the flavors you dream of while avoiding the labor you dread. Seasoned includes Chicken and Tomatillo Casserole; Crying Tiger Beef; Lamb & Sweet Potato Hash, and much more. Color photos. 240 pages. Cider Mill. 8x1x1. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95

3861390 SALT SMOKED: Curing and Portion Your Western Provisions. By R. Shih. Seasoned with this book, home smokers and novice can learn to cook with the perfect combination of brine, cure, smoking method, and fuel for the best flavor and texture. Includes building plans for your own smoker boxes, and tenderloin. $24.95

3196526 SMOKEHOUSE HANDBOOK. By Jake Levin. Takes you step by step through the fundamentals of smoking from choosing your equipment to smoking. Color photos. 156 pages. Storey. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

3191809 THE OPEN-HEARTH COOKBOOK, REVISED. By Will Horowitz et al. Inspired by the recipes, traditions, and equipment lists, and nutrition information on each recipe. Color photos. 160 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95


3732864 THE ART OF FERMENTATION: An In-Depth Exploration of Essential Concepts and Processes From Around the World. By N. Kim. Offers the most comprehensive and definitive guide to DIY home fermentation ever published. Readers will find detailed information on fermenting vegetables, meats, wines, and ciders; beers and other grain-based alcoholic beverages; sour tonic beverages; milk, grains and starchy tubers, beans and seeds; fish, meat, eggs and more. Color photos. 498 pages. Chelsea Green. Pub. at $39.95. $24.95


3892350 FLAT STOVE COOKBOOK. By John Whalen III. Experience Asia with 75 sushi-inspired dishes like Soba-Noodle Shrimp Pancakes; Baked Pumpkin and Portion Your Weekly Meals. Includes over 275 recipes for soups, stews, and more. Well illus. in color. 952 pages. HMH. Pub. at $37.00. $27.95

3892350 FLAT STOVE COOKBOOK. By John Whalen III. Experience Asia with 75 sushi-inspired dishes like Soba-Noodle Shrimp Pancakes; Baked Pumpkin and Portion Your Weekly Meals. Includes over 275 recipes for soups, stews, and more. Well illus. in color. 952 pages. HMH. Pub. at $37.00. $27.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/829
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3750698 KITCHEN CONFIDANT. Keep this handy reference close and you'll never take a wrong step in the kitchen. Whether you're looking for ingredient substitution, volume to weight conversions, or the basics to stock your culinary tool kit, this guide is for you. Illus. 96 pages. Chronicle. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99


3702149 SOUR Cream with DRIED BEANS. By Shyam Prasad. Drawings. 32 pages. Storey. Paperback. $5.95


3990725 HOW TO TASTE. By Becky Selegnet. Drawings. 224 pages. Sasquatch. Paperback. $12.95

3802035 THE SCIENCE OF COOKING: Every Question Answered to Perfect Your Cooking. By Stuart Farnam. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8x10x1. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00

$3174115 BUTCHERING POULTRY, RABBIT, LAMB, GOAT, PORK. By Adam Danforth. 46 pages. Storey. Paperback. $4.95

3703433 THE FARM COOKING SCHOOL: Techniques and Recipes That Celebrate the Seasons. By I. Knauer & S. Wiseman. Well illus. in color. 200 pages. Burgess Lea Press. $35.00


3752321 PILLSBURY BAKING Hacks: Fun and Inventive Recipes with Refrigerated Dough. Ed. by Deb Brigsen. Featuring refrigerated dough, and end up with a great meal or treat. From German Chocolate-Coco Baked Doughnuts to Bacon Cheeseburger Calzones, these recipes deliver great taste in almost no time. Includes more than 125 inventive recipes for appetizers, sweet breads, savory breads, main dishes and desserts. Well illus. in color. 271 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95 $7.95

3758795 SWEET POTATOES: Roasted, Loaded, Fried, and Made Into Pie. By Mary Frances Heck. Flavorful ingredients such as chilies, coconut milk, and chocolate transform the very favorite super-food into sixty bold, crave-worthy dishes. Recipes include Chicken and Dumplings, Sweet Potato Chips, Sweet Potato Ravioli, Sweet Potato Tacos, Sweet Potato Ice Cream, and more. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Clarkson Potter. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $12.99

3751929 THE LITTLE HOUSE COOKBOOK, REVISED: Frontier Foods from Laura Ingalls Wilder's Classic Stories. By Barbara M. Walker. Celebrates the life of a pioneer family working, cooking, and eating as they lived. Tables and charts are included, all of them adapted for a modern kitchen. Includes excerpts from the Little House books and invites the reader to recreate the very foods described in the books. Includes Spicy Chicken and Dumplings, Baked in everyone's favorite iconic pan, this collection offers fun breads, dinner recipes, cakes, and desserts. Includes recipes for Stuffed Cabbage Rolls, Carnal Apple Cobbler, Sloppy Joes and much more. 120 pages. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99 $6.95

3839341 IN A NUTSHELL: Cooking and Baking with Nuts and Seeds. By C. Tannenbaum & A. Tutunjian. Omnivores, vegetarians, vegans, and health conscious eaters will all delight in the more than 250 easy recipes, from noonday salads and snack dishes, to breakfasts and desserts, all organized to reflect the changing way we eat meals today, with chapters like Meatless Mains, Noodles & Nuts, Saucing it Up, and more. Well illus. in color. 221 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. $19.99 $12.95

3764958 101 THINGS TO DO WITH A DUTCH OVEN. By Vernon Winterton. Bring the outdoors in with this incredible collection of recipes for breads and rolls, soups and stews, main dishes as well as delicious desserts. Includes recipes for Stuffed Cabbage Rolls, Carnal Apple Cobbler, Sloppy Joes and much more. 120 pages. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99 $6.95

3789799 THE SUPER BIG BOOK OF EASY, DELICIOUS, & HEALTHY RECIPES THE WHOLE FAMILY WILL LOVE! You’ll find more than 500 recipes that are full of flavor and nutrients without extra additives and empty calories including: Confetti Scrambled Eggs; Chili Mac and Cheese; AIP-friendly Risotto and much more. Color photos. 399 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

3744533 101 THINGS TO DO WITH A TOASTER OVEN. By Donna Kelly. Fresh Blackberry Pie to Breakfast (Savory Sunrise Scones), to Sandwiches & Lunches (Turkey Avocado Melt) and Snacks (Crusty Cheese Bread), and Sauces, Breads, and Dips (Quick Chicken Alfredo Pesto) to Veggie Main Dishes (Black Bean Enmanadas) and Deserts (Easy Apple Dumplings), there are lots of recipes for you to try. 138 pages. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99 $6.95

3861716 150 BEST SPIRALIZER RECIPES. By M. Haugen & J. Williams. With your spiralizer and these creative recipes for gluten free, paleo, vegetarian, and raw food eaters, everyone will delight in the more than 250 quick, easy recipes, from no onday salads and wraps to family dinners and desserts. Color photos. 224 pages. Rock Rose. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


3967252 I LOVE MEATBALLS. By Rick Rodgers. An all-around delicious book that is sure to please just as much as your spaghetti. This collection of over 50 recipes, ranging from traditional to cutting-edge and modern, expands the role of the beloved meatball. Try Fried Olive Meatballs, Indonesian Meatball Soup, or Holiday Meatball Lasagna. Color photos. 156 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95


Recipe Collections

3755479 TASTE OF HOME CASSEROLES: 377 Dishes for Families, Potlucks & Parties. Ed. by Janet Briggs. Your family will be delighted to taste the creamy goodness of these one dish meals. You’ll find main dishes from beef, pork, and chicken to seafood, meatless and brunch. These recipes are ideal for two families and potlucks. There’s also a sampling of sides to go with them. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Reader’s Digest. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

3896641 101 THINGS TO DO WITH A SHEET PAN. By Madge Baird. From appetizers and breakfasts to full meals, vegetables, and desserts, these recipes will help you serve up easy, delicious meals. Recipes include Italian Chicken with Lemon, Asparagus and Garlic Quick Bread, Taco Salad, Spicy Fries, and more. 128 pages. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95


3751792 THE LITTLE HOUSE COOKBOOK, REVISED: Frontier Foods from Laura Ingalls Wilder’s Classic Stories. By Barbara M. Walker. Celebrates the life of a pioneer family working, cooking, and eating as they lived. Tables and charts are included, all of them adapted for a modern kitchen. Includes excerpts from the Little House books and invites the reader to recreate the very foods described in the books. Includes Spicy Chicken and Dumplings, Baked in everyone’s favorite iconic pan, this collection offers fun breads, dinner recipes, cakes, and desserts. Includes recipes for Stuffed Cabbage Rolls, Carnal Apple Cobbler, Sloppy Joes and much more. 120 pages. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99 $6.95
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**2894319 TOTS! 50 tot-ally awesome Recipes from Tolcho to Sweet Po-tot-o Pie.** By Dan Whalen. This collection features more than 50 recipes for making fun, delicious and over the top meals with tots, from Chicken Tot Pie to Cheesy Tot Sliders. Tot Benedict, Apple Tot Crisp. Every recipe uses frozen store-bought tots but directions for making tots from scratch are included. SHOPWORN. Well illus. in color. 156 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.45

**3865277 LOVE TASTY: The Ultimate Cookbook.** By Catrine Kelly. For all of the cooking videos that appear on Tasty, the authors have lovingly created this unofficial collection of 100+ recipes to enjoy and to cook from. Each includes four steps by step photographs, making this a visually savvy resource for the online generation. Try Simplified Chicken Legs a 1 Ounce and Ham Cheese Cauliflower Gratin for starters. 224 pages. Harvard Common. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $15.95

**3057933 TASTE OF HOME EVERYDAY SLOW COOKER & ONE DISH RECIPES 2016.** Ed. by Cathedrall Cassidy. Loaded with more than 360 hearty specialties, this three in one cookbook features sections devoted to stoteop classics, slow-cooked favorites, and savory oven entries. Recipes include Bavarian Pot Roast, Green Onion Biscuits, Corned Beef & Cabbage, Crab Alfredo, and much more. Color photos. 256 pages. Reader’s Digest. 8¼x11.

**3880014 JUST PEACHY.** By Belinda Smith-Sullivan. This collection of peach inspired recipes will allow you to enjoy warm, summery flavor all year long with tasty sweet and savory dishes like Peach Pancake Breakfast Muffins. Peach-Pecan Breakfast Muffins; and Pecan-Crusted Tapija with Peach Glaze. Color photos. 168 pages. Gibbs Smith. Pub. at $21.95 $9.55

**3863530 THE CADDY’S COOKBOOK: Favorite Dishes from the Caddy House to the Clubhouse of Augusta National Golf Club.** By Tripp Bowden. Shares story of Evans Jones. On a journey rife with delicious history and delightful anecdotes, Evans Jones traces our culinary heritage from the present, examining such diverse American kitchen achievements as soul food, Cajun cooking and festive Southern dinners. Includes more than 500 recipes. 516 pages. Overlook. Paperback. Pub. at $49.95 $14.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY 3833690 AMERICAN FOOD. THIRD EDITION REVISED: A Photographic History.** By Evan Jones. With these authentic and contemporary recipes, you can create mouthwatering pizza, calzone, focaccia and many other delicious Italian hearth breads. A glance through the basics will explain essential techniques and give step by step instructions for mastering the perfect crust. Really lovely in color. 600 pages. Overlook. Publisher. Pub. at $49.95 $14.95

**4391243 POULET: More Than 50 Remarkable Meals That Exalt the Homemade Chicken.** By Cree LeFavour. One of the world’s main sources of protein, the chicken has given us over 150 recipes that breathe new life into the humblest chicken supper. Delicious dishes include Poulet Duxelles over Jasmine Rice; Chicken-Glazed Cheese Enchiladas; and Sumo Wrestler. Color photos. 240 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $32.95 $9.95

**SOLD OUT 3219565 COPPER MAGIC! No-Fail Recipes for the Revolutionary New Nonstick Cookware. By Elsa Sanders. Make the most of your copper pan with more than 75 recipes for delicious appetizers, lunches, dinners and desserts. Designed specifically for square and round copper pans, these incredible, no-fuss dishes include Honey-Chili Chicken Kebabs; Baked Salmon Fillets with Honey-Cinnamon Glaze. Color photos. 209 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

**SOLD OUT 3287397 ICE CUBE TRAY RECIPES: 75 Easy and Creative Kitchen tricks for Freezing, Cooking, and Baking with Ice Cube Trays.** By Jen Karrath. Trays are now available in many different styles with a variety of decorative shapes as well. Karrath teaches you how to use slow cooker and trays to create everything from infused ice cubes to one bite appetizers and even mini main dishes. Recipes include: Candied Bacon Twists; Oreo Crust Mini Cheesecakes; and much more. Color photos in 169 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**SOLD OUT 3722090 THE REALLY QUITE GOOD BRITISH COOKBOOK.** Ed. by William Sitwell. What do you cook for the people you love? Asked this question, 100 of Britain’s food heroes have shared their most beloved recipes to make this an extraordinary resource for the serious cook. Recipes include: Jamie Oliver’s Chocolate Guinness Cake; Rick Stein’s Shrimp & Dill Risotto; Lemon Chicken with Garlic, Tarragon and Red Wine, Wheat Berry Pilaf, Rainbow Pudding, and Steamed Bananas in Rum Chocolate Caramel. 358 pages. Hardcover. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95


**SOLD OUT 3730581 UNICORN FOOD: Natural Recipes for Edible Rainbows.** By Sandra Mahut. Add technicolor sparkle to your sushi and fairy tale magic to your mocktails. And it’s all deliciously natural, no nasty food additives or preservatives, just beautiful food coloring with real fruits, vegetables, nuts and seeds. From the show stopping Unicorn Cake and Cosmo Donuts to Rainbow Veggie Sandwiches and Celestial Swirl Soup, these are truly unique edibles. Well illus. in color. 70 pages. Quarto. Pub. at $14.95 $9.55

**371022 THE POTATO COOKBOOK.** Text by Dale Bredesen. This collection of 80 recipes celebrates the many ways you can cook potatoes and sweet potatoes. Try Potato, Leek and Chard Soup; Steel Cut Fish and Red Potato Stew; Dinosaur Potatoes; Balsamic Chicken and Potatoes; Fallen Leaf Atlantic Salmon with Rugelach Crust; Herbed Beef Stroganoff; and much more. Color photos. 244 pages. Hardie Grant. Pub. at $21.95 $9.55

**382473X THE CACAO COOKBOOK.** Ed. by Clare Sayer. Packed with nutritious, sweet and savory cacao recipes that use raw cacao powder, cacao nibs, solid cacao, and cacao butter, including smoothies, muffins, salads, and desserts. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Gibbs Smith. Pub. at $21.95 $11.95

**SOLD OUT 3744299 101 THINGS TO DO WITH GRITS.** By Harriess Cottingham. Enjoy the versatility of the Southern staple that’s sweeping the country with these delicious and inventive recipes, you’ll be serving grits at every meal. Try Sweet Porridge with Fresh Fruit, Salmon and Grits Cakes, Jalapeno and Bacon Grits, and Hazelnut Grits Napoleon. 128 pages. Gibbs Smith. Pub. at $21.95 $11.95

**SOLD OUT 3807193 EASY-FREEZE SLOW COOKER COOKBOOK: 100 Freeze-Ahead, Cook-Themselves Meals for Every Slow Cooker. By Elsa Sanders. Choose from 100 delicious slow cooker recipes that save you time, energy, and fuss. Enjoy the ease of preparing your purchases, now you can sit down to eat with barely any effort.

Recipes include Tortilla Soup, Cheesy Quinoa with Mushrooms and Peppers; and Lemon-Pesto Chicken. Well illus. in 170 pages. Castle Point. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

**297861X GOOSEBERRY PATCH OUR FAVORITE PUMPKIN RECIPES.** When suppertime comes around, serve family and friends a warm bowl of Pumpkin Patch Stew along with Pumpkin Cinnamon Bread. Or give them some homemade Pumpkin-Gingersnap Ice Cream! This little volume offers a variety of delicious pumpkin recipes for every occasion.

**3773755 PUMPKIN COOKBOOK.** Ed. by Catherine Cassidy. Whether you’re planning breakfast, lunch or dinner, you’ll find the ideal bite in these 172 recipes—from beefy pasta bakes to eye-catching egg dishes—perfect for parties, church socials and family reunions. Recipes include Swiss Steak with Dumplings; Sweet and Sour Supper; Southwest-Style Shepherd’s Pie; and more. Color photos. 112 pages. Reader’s Digest. 8¼x11.

**SOLD OUT 3383749 TASTE OF HOME SIMPLE & DELICIOUS COOKBOOK.** By Catherine Cassidy. Sharing family meals is a snap with this brand-new, Ringbound, collection of 1,314 simple and delicious recipes. From everyday dinner ideas to holiday menus, you’ll beat the clock with meals like Muffin-Cup Cheddar Beef Pies; Creamy Cavatappi & Cheese; Italian Clover-Leaf Rolls; and much more. Color photos. 112 pages. Reader’s Digest. 8¼x11.

**4384840 GOOSEBERRY PATCH ALL-TIME-FAVORITE RECIPES FROM OHIO COOKS.** Collects tried and true recipes for every meal of the day, plus yummy party treats and delicious desserts including Hearty Meatball Stew, Farmstyle Ham & Gravy, Greek Beef Roast, Mom’s Tasty Kielbasa; Chocolate-Zucchini Cupcakes; and more. Color photos. 151 pages. Gooseberry Patch.

**SOLD OUT 372714X DELICIOUS AMISH RECIPES.** By Phyllis Pelman Good. Amish families gather around their long dinner tables together every day. It may be a routine, but the food they enjoy is beyond the ordinary. Enjoy some of their favorite recipes such as Baked Corn, Chicken Fritters, Old Fashioned Caramel Rolls, Cracker Pudding, and more. 96 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95 $3.95

**SOLD OUT 3892208 FAVORITE RECIPES FROM MELISSA CLARK’S KITCHEN.** The author, a New York Times food columnist, has hand selected more than 100 dishes from two of her previously published books, In the Kitchen with a Good Appetite and Cook This Now. This all-new collection includes everything you need to stock your kitchen with delicious recipes. Color photos include Ham Bone, Greens, and Pea Soup, and Chili-Coconut Braised Beef Short Ribs. Color photos. 244 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 8x10. Pub. at $29.95 $16.95

**SOLD OUT 4128808 GOURMET GUITAR: GREAT LITTLE PUMPKIN COOKBOOK.** By Michael Kronid. No matter whether it comes from your garden, a farm stand, or even a can, whether it’s cut out to be a fearsome pumpkin, served up as a creamy soup, or pure old pie, you’ll love this collection of recipes from around the world. 108 pages. Celestial Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95
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LIMITED QUANTITY 388791X CELEBRATING AMERICA’S LOVE OF FOOD. By eds. of Esquire Magazine. Provides 150 clear, simple, and quick recipes designed to get your family and friends around the table again. From breakfast food, dessert, you’ll find lots to love here! Recipes include Beef and Black Bean Burgers, Deep South Chicken and Dumplings, and Date Nut Tart. Color photos. 216 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

* 3854668 EVERYTHING NOODLE COOKBOOK: Recipes and Meal Planning for Every Cook and Every Family. By Bryan Woolley. Cultivates and Richard Poon, the culinary section of delicious recipes and get ideas to try with your Instant Pot. Sections are featured on how to cook delicious recipes such as, Cheesy Mini Potatoes, Bacon Wrapped Scallops, Pork Chops, Honey Mustard Tahini Dipping Sprouts Tater Tots. Color photos. 192 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $10.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3888169 MODERN COMFORT COOKING: Feel-Good Favorites Made Fresh and New. By Lauren Grier. Wholesome ingredients from the farmers’ market, with mouthwatering spices ensure that every bite of these 75 delicious recipes will open your senses in all the best ways: tender, luscious, parcels with meat, sauce and broccoli andsee the recipe. Pinto fish. Color photos. 160 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $18.95

8855997 WILL IT SKILLET? 53 Irresistible and Unexpected Recipes to Make in a Cast-Iron Skillet. By Daniel Shumski. Celebrates a wondrously versatile cooking instrument, revealing the endless culinary possibilities on one skillet can provide for any meal of the day. Use it to char your Grilled Vegetable and Cheddar Nachos, roast your Salt-Roasted Potatoes; bake your Classic Chocolate Chip Skillet Cookies more than 208 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95


5678309 COOKING WITH BOOZE. By George Harvey Bone. The author demonstrates that wine, beer, and spirits can be incorporated into recipes for every meal of the day with incredibly delicious results. & From beer batter for onion rings to ribs braised in wine, from champagne oysters to the perfect poutine a la vodka, Bone presents a delicious collection of easy-to-follow recipes, paired with rich photography and hand-drawn illustrations, this is a beautiful guide that celebrates the everyday art of getting dinner on the table. 254 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $29.95 $22.95

* 388395X FAITH, FAMILY & THE FEAST: Recipes to Feed Your Crew from the Grill, Garden, and Iron Skillet. By Kent & Shannon Rollins. Real food cooking Kent Rollins captivates fans from Branson, Missouri, and everywhere. Offers terrific recipes for all-time favorites like Steak Souvlaki with Caesar’s Tzatziki, and Chicken-Potato Skillet. $25.95 $19.95

2934234 LIMON THICKER: A Delightful Lemon Cookbook. By Jana Galloway. Reflecting Galloway’s philosophy that natural, whole foods should also be flavorful, fun, and easy to prepare, this collection of recipes is sure to please everyone who wants to add that is good for you. Delicious examples include Quinoa + Lemon Anzac Cookies and Sweet + Sour Lemon Grass Temp. Color photos. 65 pages. Roost. Paperback. $9.95 $7.95

3833039 PIZZA: Over 100 Innovative Recipes for Crusts, Sauces, and Toppings for Every Pizza Lover. By George Harvey Bone. The author demonstrates that wine, beer, and spirits can be incorporated into recipes for every meal of the day with incredibly delicious results. & From beer batter for onion rings to ribs braised in wine, from champagne oysters to the perfect poutine a la vodka, Bone presents a delicious collection of easy-to-follow recipes, paired with rich photography and hand-drawn illustrations, this is a beautiful guide that celebrates the everyday art of getting dinner on the table. 254 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $29.95 $22.95

3751910 THE EVERYDAY RICE COOKER. By B. Weinstein & M. Scarbrough. This collection of more than 200 ingenious recipes will supercharge your time in the kitchen without sacrificing quality or flavor. Featuring new ways to use the kitchen tools and hundreds of kitchen tricks, this guide shows how to make a great supper easier like Creamy Pork and Cabbage stew with Caraway
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$ PRICE CUT to $9.95

Thunder Bay. 6x11¼. Pub. at $24.95

2983081 150+ GLUTEN-FREE FAMILY FAVORITES. By T. Dillon & B. Rool. You can still enjoy all your favorite foods and live a gluten-free life with these mouthwatering recipes. Try Apple Spice Oat Muffins, Bacon-Wrapped Green Beans; Cider Pork Saltimbocca; Tomato & Ginger Strike. Many more. 221 pages. Harvest House. Spiralbound. P. at $14.99 $3.95

3883213 SIMPLY GLUTEN FREE 5 INGREDIENT COOKBOOK. By Carol Kicinski. From breakfasts, soups, salads and cocktails and even desserts, each of these recipes contains five or less core ingredients. Try Peanut Butter and Jelly Ice Cream Sandwiches; Almond Chicken and Broccoli Ste-Fry; Pork Chops au Poive and many more. Fully illus. in color. 252 pages. Clarkston Potter. P. at $17.99 $4.95

3776735 POWER FOODS: 150 Delicious Recipes with the 38 Healthiest Ingredients. By Lisa Lillien. Includes 60 of our favorite ingredients, such as berries, tomatoes, and nuts, are among the healthiest foods on earth, and by simply incorporating more of them into our everyday meals, we can all lead healthier lives. Try Slow-Cooked Chicken with Mashed Potatoes; and many more. Well illus. 256 pages. Clarkston Potter. P. at $19.99 $4.95

2499446 THE JOYS OF ALMOND MILK: Delicious Recipes for the Dairy-Free. By Instructables.com. Unsweetened almond milk has come into its own as a versatile ingredient. It has the same consistency of whole milk, and it has more vitamins and minerals than soy milk. With the dozens of recipes featured, you‘ll be able to create a dairy-free lifestyle in no time. Well illus. in color. 304 pages. Clarkson Potter. P. at $17.99 $4.95

Potato Skins with Ranch Sour Cream at 1,620 calories, make it at home and save yourself 1,310 calories in the process. Fully illus. in color. 234 pages. Cider Mill. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

3863956 TASTE OF HOME COMFORT FOOD MAKEOVERS. Ed. by Catherine Cassidy. Inside you’ll find 432 lip-licking recipes that take on all-time favorite comfort foods like Lasagna, Fried Chicken, Waffles, Red Velvet Cake, Cinnamon Rolls, and more. Includes over 200 before and after recipe comparisons, with tips on how the dishes were lightened up. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Taste of Home. P. at $17.99 $9.95

3737523 COOK THIS, NOT THAT! Kitchen Survival Guide. By D. Zingerman & M. Copeland. Shred of paying top dollar for food that’s making you fat? Discover how to turn the expensive, unhealthy foods at America’s favorite restaurants into fat-blasting super-foods that cost just pennies, and taste even better. Instead of T.G.I. Friday’s Loaded Potato Skins, make it at home and save yourself 1,620 calories in the process. Fully illus. in color. 304 pages. Galvanized. P. at $19.99 $4.95

3696782 WEIGHT WATCHERS NEW COMPLETE COOKBOOK. Ed. by Jackie Mills. Here is your ultimate go-to resource, with over 500 recipes, whether you’re cooking a quick weeknight meal, hosting a family get-together, or craving a special sweet. Includes gluten-free recipes flagged for easy reference, a guide to more than 5 fundamental kitchen techniques and tips, and complete nutrition information with every recipe. Ringbound. Color photos. 450 pages. HMH. 8x11x10. Spiralbound. P. at $19.95 $12.95

薯条

3639242 HUNGRY GIRL GOURMET & HUNGRY OVERHEATED! By Lisa Lillien. No food is off-limits and all recipes have been revamped with clean, all-natural ingredients. Includes entrees, snacks, desserts, and side dishes like Low Cal Turkey Burgers; Spinach & Tomato Omelet; and many more. Fully illus. in color. 382 pages. St. Martin’s. P. at $21.95 $13.95

3693448 HUNGRY GIRL HUNGRY PLANTS! By Lisa Lillien. Includes 650 recipes for guilt-free eating such as Gooey-Good Fuji Apple Pie; Cheesed-Up Taco Turkey Burgers; Orange Rings Farm; Strawberry Shortcake Oatmeal and more. Photos, some color, 536 pages. St. Martin’s. 8½x11¼. P. at $19.95 $12.95

3705938 THE BEANS & GRAINS BIBLE. By Emma Bingham. Explores the multifaceted world of beans and grains, from their important nutritional benefits to their many culinary uses. Includes hundreds of easy to make, healthy profiles of a multitude of nutrient packed beans and grains, while meal plans show you how to incorporate these invaluable superfoods into your diet. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Thunder Bay. 6x11¼. P. at $24.95 $14.95

3789895 THE ESSENTIAL KETO SLOW COOKER COOKBOOK. Features 65 high-fat, low-carb recipes to prepare in your slow cooker. Now you can get keto meals on the table in just a few hours without spending time cooking. Try Pulled Pork in Lettuce Wraps on the table even on your busiest days. Color photos. 144 pages. Rodale. P. at $14.99 $9.95

3883083 KETO IN A INSTANT: 100 Ketogenic Recipes for Your Instant Pot. By Lindsay Boyers. Enjoy savory, satisfying, low-carb meals in less than an hour. Includes 100 recipes designed to meet the special nutrient requirements of the induction phase. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Fair Winds. P. at $26.99 $9.95

THE EVERYTHING KETO D IET MEAL PREP COOKBOOK. By Lindsay Boyers. Includes hundreds of low-carb, high-fat recipes for you to prepare in advance and have on hand. Includes 100 low-carb, high-flavor snacks, you can satisfy your cravings low-carb; and do it all using your Instant Pot! More than 90 kitchen tested recipes. Kroes puts together 80 recipes designed to meet the special nutrient requirements of the induction phase. Well illus. in color. 319 pages. Adams Media. P. at $19.99 $9.95

385815X KETO SNACKS: From Sweet and Savory Fat Bombs to Pizza Bites and Jalapeno Poppers, 100 Low-Carb Snacks for Every Craving. By Lindsay Boyers. Includes 100 low-carb, high-flavor snacks, you can satisfy your cravings and keep your diet on track! The awesome snacky goodness in here is 150 ways to do it, including Cheesy Cauliflower Rings; Buffalo Chicken Fingers; Hazelnut Truffles; and so much more. Color photos. 175 pages. Adams Media. P. at $16.99 $9.95

3693103 AGAINST THE GRAIN: Extraordinary Gluten-Free Recipes Made from All-Natural Ingredients. By Nancy Gan. Shares 200 recipes for achieving airy, crisp breads, delicious bugs, and gluten-free made easy. Example: Rosemary Beef Lleo Thyme-Summer Squash Ravioli; Shoofly Pie; Vermont Shepher Quiche and more. Fully illus. in color. 400 pages. Clarkson Potter. P. at $27.95 $9.95

2986116 THE ULTIMATE AVOCADO COOKBOOK. By Colette Dike. The author makes the most original and beautifully designed dishes like Love Me Tender Pot Roast; Philly Steak and Jalapeno Poppers, Avocado Baja Burger, Avocado Chocolate Cake, and more. Well illus. in color. 82 pages. Skyhorse. P. at $16.99 $9.55

3798550 THE BEGINNER’S KETO DIET COOKBOOK. By Martina Slajerova. The DASH (Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension) diet is a required medical recommendation for patients diagnosed with hypertension as it has been proven to lower pressure and cholesterol without medication. This ultimate guide features over 150 delicious recipes including Sloppy Toms and Tarragon Chicken Salad with Puffed Rice; 150 photos. 215 pages. Grand Central. P. at $15.99 $9.53

3807222 THE EVERYDAY KETO DIET MEAL PREP COOKBOOK. By Lindsay Boyers. Features hundreds of low-carb, high-fat recipes for you to prepare in advance and have on hand. Includes 100 low-carb, high-flavor snacks, you can satisfy your cravings and keep your diet on track! The awesome snacky goodness in here is 150 ways to do it, including Cheesy Cauliflower Rings; Buffalo Chicken Fingers; Hazelnut Truffles; and so much more. Color photos. 175 pages. Adams Media. P. at $16.99 $9.95

3788820 POWER FOOD. By Renee Krose. With the author’s passion to help people establish healthy eating habits and maintain a healthy lifestyle she shares some of her favorite, original, delicious, and organic recipes. Includes 65 pages and includes smoothies, breakfasts, side salads, and meal prep recipes, along with a variety of healthy sweets. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Fair Winds. P. at $24.99 $9.95
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Quick & Easy Cooking

- **381095X THE “I LOVE MY INSTANT POT” SOUPS, STEWS, AND CHILIS RECIPE BOOK.** By Kelly Chen. With hearty, flavorful recipes and an easy-to-understand guide to this popular appliance, this collection will have you making soups, stews, and chilis in no time! Sample dishes include Cheesy Chicken Enchilada Soup, Moroccan Lentil and Sweet Potato Soup, Cuban Black Bean Stew, or Texas Red Chili. Color photos. 224 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

- **381782 INSTANT POT SOUPS.** By Alexis Mersel. Packed with more than 75 enticing, weekday friendly recipes by classic Instant Pot dishes, White Chicken Noodle Soup. Looking for a fresh idea? Switch things up with Chicken Pot Pie Soup, Mac’n’Cheese Chili or Rainbow Minestrone. Want to explore cuisines from around the globe? Turn to the Cheddar-Bacon Alfredo in the Italian category or the French Onion Soup with Grilled Cheese Croutons in the French category. Color photos. 208 pages. Castle Point. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $12.95

- **38153X AFFORDABLE PALEO COOKING WITH YOUR INSTANT POT.** By Jennifer Robins. Forget buying overpriced specialty flours and high end meats. Robins shows you how to use easy to find, less expensive ingredients to create flavorful healthy meals in half the time with your multifunction cooker. Recipes include Turkey Meatballs, Fajita, Paleo Nachos, and Creamy Crawfish Bisque. Color photos. 176 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $12.95

- **386096 WELCOME HOME COOKBOOK: 450 Comfort Food Recipes for the Slow Cooker, Stovetop, and Oven.** By Adriana Davila and A. Cort Sinnes. Read this book cover to cover. Humorous and helpful, this collection is sure to delight your entire family. Recipes include Whoopie Pies, Hot Meatballs, and more. Well illus. in color. 615 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $16.95

- **385558 GOOD HOUSEKEEPING 400-CALORIE INSTANT POT.** Make healthy comfort foods like Chicken Carne and Mushroom Barley Soup, and much more using the home cook’s dream appliance—the Instant Pot. Includes tips, techniques, and 65 delicious recipes. Color photos. 128 pages. Hearst. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95

- **37318X GOOSEBERRY PATCH BEST-EVER SHEET PAN & SKILLET RECIPES.** Well illus. in color. 255 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95


- **378988 TASTE THE WORLD WHAT CAN I COOK IN MY INSTANT POT, AIR FRYER, WAFER IRON & MORE.** Ed. by Christine Rukavena. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95.


- **2991217 FAST TO THE TABLE FREEZER COOKBOOK.** By Becky Rosenthal. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Countryman. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95. $22.99


- **296384 EASY-FREEZE INSTANT POT PRESSURE COOKER BOOK.** By Ella Sanders. Well illus. in color. 171 pages. Castle Point. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**


Outdoor Cooking & Grilling

- **3912209 THE BRISKET CHRONICLES: How to Barbecue, Braise, Smoke, and Cure the World’s Most Epic Cut of Meat.** By Steven Raichlen. From Texas barbecue to gourmet charcoal grill, you can get the smoky taste of true barbecue, provided you’ve learned the essential smoking techniques and tools needed to put your outdoor meals over the top. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $19.99

- **3893243 COOKING WITH YOUR INSTANT POT.** By Jeffery Eisner. With more than 100 recipes including Blueberry Almond French Toast and Beef & Potato Topper, this guide offers tips for every kind of outdoor dining—barbecues, picnics, camping trips, beach vacations and boating excursions. If you want to perk up your outdoor meals, this charming guide is packed with ideas and recipes that are still useful today. Illus. in color. 176 pages. Harvard. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.95. $6.95

- **373469 BETTY CROCKER OUTDOOR COOKING WITH BETTY.** This 1961 edition will add a new spice to your cookbook library! This authentic reproduction offers tips for every kind of outdoor dining—barbecues, picnics, camping trips, beach vacations and boating excursions. If you want to perk up your outdoor meals, this charming guide is packed with ideas and recipes that are still useful today. Illus. in color. 176 pages. HMH. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

- **372946 HOW TO GRILL EVERYTHING.** By Mark Bittman. From making perfect corn on the cob to using a cedar plank to pizza, here is how to grill absolutely everything! This ultimate guide shows how simple and basically versatile grilling can be. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. Pub. at $30.00. $9.95

- **3834174 SOUTHWEST DUTCH OVEN.** By George & Carolyn Dumler. The use of Southwestern spices and herbs really kick up the taste in these sauces, salsas, side dishes, main dishes, breads, and even desserts. With their helpful Dutch oven tips and information on Southwestern ingredients, the Dumlers’ will have you cooking up a fiesta in no time. Color photos. 128 pages. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pub. at $17.99. $12.95

- **3898897 TECHNIQUES FOR WOOD-FIRED OVENS: 25 Essentials.** By A. Cort Sinnes. Grilling expert Sinnes reveals in these pages the sure fire techniques and smoke infused recipes, from rustic breads and pizzas to chops, roasts, and whole birds, that will turn your wood fired oven into an indispensable outdoor cooking appliance. Color photos. 176 pages. Harvard. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.99. $4.95

- **3913570 HEALTHY ELECTRIC SMOKER COOKBOOK: 100 Great Recipes Using Realtree® 100% All-Natural Ingredients and Fewer Carbs! By Robyn Lindars. Electric smokers offer authentic smoked flavor with push-button simplicity and control you can’t find with off-the-shelf charcoal smokers. This guide offers 100 great recipes from cocktails, to entrees including Chipotle Sriracha Wings with Blue Chip Dip and Smoked Shrimp & Grits, Campfire Chili, and more. Color photos. 568 pages. Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. Pub. at $30.00. $9.95

- **3560538 THE WILDERNESS GUIDE TO DUTCH OVEN COOKING.** By Kate Rowinski. Offers a collection of 75 recipes and photographs that are great for camping and home-cooking alike. From easily made Dutch Ovens to rustic rustic breads and even more. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $16.95
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Fish & Seafood

★ 387057X BILLINGSGATE MARKET FISH & SHELLFISH COOKBOOK. Ed. by C.J. Jackson. Celebrates Billingsgate’s fascinating history and explores market life today while providing a comprehensive guide to eating healthy, wholesome, nutritious fish. The author offers advice on selecting fish, sustainable techniques for fish preparation, and over 80 delicious recipes. Well illus., many in color. 224 pages. IMM Lifestyle Books. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ 299206X COOKING WITH TINNED FISH. By Bert van Olphen. In color. 144 pages. Weldon Owen. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

Poultry & Game

★ 3826800 NATIVE INDIAN WILD GAME, FISH & WILD FOODS COOKBOOK. Ed. by David Hunt. Contains 340 mouth-watering recipes such as Salmon Rice Salad, Mad Bear’s Bik Stew, Oyster and Snapper Stew, and Clover Soup. Includes a plant identification guide and directions to kill, dress and smoke fish and game. Illus. 222 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

Asian & Eastern Cuisines

★ 3908275 VIETNAMESE: Modern and Traditional Vietnamese Cuisine. By Emily Nguyen. Vietnamese food is a delicious blend of Southeast Asian ingredients and methods. Part of the Beautiful Silk Series, this volume features a collection of delicious recipes including Prawn Crepes, Asparagus and Crab Meat Soup; and Baked Pork Loaf. New Holland. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

★ 3867528 FLAVORS OF INDONESIA: Wholesome Culinary Wonders, et al. Readers will be introduced to the specialties, as well as culinary treasures of each region in Indonesia. Presenting historical hangouts and daring dishes, Wongso will take you on a journey from the enchanting West to the mysterious East of Indonesia. He then follows through with recipes and techniques in color. Illus. 198 pages. B&B. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95

★ 3749002 HEY THERE, DUMPLING! 100 Recipes for Dumplings, Buns, Noodles, and Other Asian Treats. By Sy K. Lao & G. Keno. Lao offers up his Mid-Autumn Festival recipe for bing bing (moon cake) and shows how easy it is to make dumplings at home. On top of his killer dressing combos like Chicken & Thai Basil, Kimchi Beef, and Minty Snow Pea, he also добавил savory and fresh noodles and soups, refreshing salads, and more. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $29.95 $12.95

★ 3903222 SRI LANKA & THE PHILIPPINES: The Complete Asian Cookbook. By Charmaine Solomon. Originally published in 1976. Celebrate the multicultural influences on the cookery of these Asian countries. From Sri Lanka’s spicy seafood to the exotic fruits and spices of the Philippines, which draws on Malay, Chinese and Spanish heritage, these diverse dishes will delight and inspire a new generation of cooks. Illus. in color. 176 pages. Handle Grant. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95


★ 3763927 NOODLES. By Maki Watabe. If you want to go beyond ramen to explore the amazing variety of noodle dishes across Asia, this is the resource for you. In this collection the author shares all his favorite secrets to making delicious and fragrant Asian noodle dishes. You’ll find Japanese Soba, Vietnamese Pho, Pad Thai, and Chinese Wonton Noodles, among many others. Illus. in color. 95 pages. New Holland. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

★ 388881X MILO, TEMPEH, NATTO & OTHER TASTY FERMENTS: A Step-by-Step Guide to Fermenting Grains and Beans. By Kirsten K. & Christopher McDougall. This book provides a comprehensive guide to fermenting grains and beans. The book is full of color, but it’s an elegant version of a healthy food that is satisfying without being too heavy. Included are the secrets of 80 authentic Japanese and Vietnamese Chicken-Stuffed Cabbage. Color photos. 296 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $35.00 $6.95


European Cuisines

★ 3756314 THE FOOD OF SICHUAN. By Fuchsia Dunlop. China is a place for food but Sichuan is the place for this flavor. This gloriously revised and updated edition comprises more than two hundred dishes that will take you on an exhilarating culinary journey. Experience Twice Cooked Pork, Spicy Steamed Beef with Ricemate, Fragrant and Crisp Beef Rolls, and many more. Illus. in color. 496 pages. Norton. 8x10½. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

★ 3765350 KOREAN COOKING FAVORITES: Kimchi, BBQ, Bibimbap and So Much More. By Hyeoyong K. Ford. Discover the delicious, fall-safe meals the author ate growing up in South Korea and learn how to cook these flavorful meals for your family too. Recipes include Steak & Avocado Bibimbap, Beef Sandwich, Bibimbap Soup, Spicy Beef and Radish, and more. Illus. 282 pages. Countryman. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


PLUS 3807975 THIS IS SUNDAY DINER: 52 Seasonal Italian Menus. By Lisa Caponigri. Features 52 delicious five-course Sunday dinner menus, grouped by the regions of Italy that best represent the four seasons, whether it’s Spring in Campania, or Winter in Piemonte. Brimming with the author’s memories of living in Italy and anecdotes about her family, this collection of recipes includes Artichoke and Taleggio Frittata, Green Pea Soup with Spinach, and Chocolate Almond Log. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

PLUS 3909018 THE PANINO. By M.T. Di Marco & A. Frassica. Take some bread and butter, slice it through the middle and fill it. What could be more simple? This collection of recipes features the best of Italian ingredients and raw foods from the best possible producers and artisans in Italy. Well illus. in color. 184 pages. Guido Tommasi Editore. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $11.95

PLUS 2914573 HUNGARIAN COOKBOOK: Old World Recipes for New World Cooks. By Yolanda Nagy Finetor. Contains 140 enticing Old World Hungarian recipes were brought to America by the author’s grandparents, and updated to accommodate today’s dietary concerns and food preferences. Recipes include Beef Soup with Vegetables; Sour Cream Potato Soup; Browned Egg Barley; and Goulash and Dumplings. 216 pages. Hippocrene. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95
Holidays & Entertaining

LIMITED QUANTITY 3833119 THE PERFECT TURKEY: More than 100 Mouthwatering Recipes for the Ultimate Feast. By Keith Sarasin. Whether you take the conventional route and roast it in an oven or spend all day tending the smoker, a variety of brines and rubs guarantees that your turkey stars from a flavor packed foundation. You’ll also find tips for making your favorite turkey dishes that will delight your friends and family. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Parragon. Bx/10. $16.95

3833763 CHRISTMAS RECIPES & CRAFTS: For the Perfect Homemade Christmas. Ed. by Fiona Biggs. This guide covers everything from how to prepare classic holiday dishes to making ornaments and decorations with leftover wrapping paper, wrapping paper strips, and homemade edible gifts, as well as recipes for parties. So take the stress out of Christmas this year and enjoy creating simple yet delicious dishes that will delight your friends and family. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Parragon. Bx/10. $16.95


3901242 EASY CHRISTMAS CUT-UP CAKES. By Melissa Barlow. Easy directions show how to bake packaged cake mixes in rectangular, square, and round pans, then layer the baked cakes to create them back together creating stunning desserts! Includes simple and fun patterns with no expensive pans or molds needed. By Kari Price. Spiralbound. 72 pages. Gibbs Smith. Pub. at $14.99

3781866 CHRISTMAS AT HIGHLAND: Recipes and Traditions from the Real Downton Abbey. By Fiona Cameron. This lavishly illustrated volume invites you into the magic of the festive season at one of the most famous historic houses in the United States. From stories, recipes, and festive inspiration, this rich compendium will guarantee you and your guests a Christmas to remember. 320 pages. Preface. Illus. in color. $49.95

3696464 FESTIVE HOLIDAY RECIPES. By Addie Gundry. This Food Network star offers easy, delightful holiday recipes all in one place, for everyone looking for that last-minute dish for entertaining. From easy appetizers like Caramelized Onion Tarts, to the Best Roast Turkey and all the sides for your Thanksgiving meal, this collection is a winner. Illus. in color. 262 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99


Bartending Guides

3838708 SLOSHIES: 102 Boozy Cocktails Straight from the Freewheelin’ W Picture Company and jazz up any party or gathering with this new collection of over one hundred frozen cocktails. Forget those Kremlin brand drinks of yore, these easy yet sophisticated high-octane sloshies are guaranteed to be the freshest and most flavorful frozen drinks imaginable. Illus. in color. 152 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

3839541 DAY DRINKING: 50 Cocktails for a Mellow Buzz. By Kat Odell. When the occasion calls for a drink, but not for getting drunk, mix up a batch of Day Drinks—creative low-alcohol cocktails that are festive, delicious, and easy on the boozie. Color photos. 234 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95


Wine & Spirits

37246X WINEMAKING: Recipes, Equipment, and Techniques for Making Wine at Home. By Robert F. Moss. Tells the rip-roaring story of the moonshiners who became folk heroes for the ages and how their batches of XXX endure as the favorite thirst-quencher of millions. While stripping away the mystique surrounding the history and techniques of home winemaking, this fun volume also includes over 100 recipes for infusions and cocktails using moonshine as a main flavoring ingredient. Illus. in color. 256 pages. Citadel. Pub. at $26.00

3985835 TASTING THE PAST. By Kevin Slighleim. Tells the rip-roaring story of the moonshiners who became folk heroes for the ages...
**Desserts**

375018 TASTE OF HOME COOKIES, BARS & MORE. Ed. by Catherine Cassidy. Over 200 delectable recipes including delicious brownies and bars, homemade mixes to give, all-time holiday favorites, and cute, kid-friendly creations. A sample of some of the recipes you will find: $6.95 Cashew and Caramel Chews; Giant Dinosaur Cookies; Truffle-filled Cookie Tarts; Chunky Blond Brownies; Chocolate Pecan Pie Bars and more. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Reader’s Digest. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

383384 FINE CHEESE PIES & CRISPS: Over 100 Sweet and Savory No-Fail Recipes. Ed. by Carolyn Mandarano et al. Collection of recipes from classic fruit pies to mile-high meringues, holiday crowd-pleasers, individual tarts, and hand-held turnovers. Try Blackberry Grunt; Apple-Cranberry Crisp; Double Ginger Pumpkin Tart; or Triple Chocolate Ice Cream Pie. Color photos. 201 pages. Taunton. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

3863794 NOSTALGIC DELIGHTS: Classic Confections & Timeless Treats. By William Curley. A modern collection of confections, fancies, and sweet treats based on some classic favorites ranging from Cider Toffee, Curly Wurly, Pecan and Banana Cake, through to the classics such as Charlotte Russe, Blackcurrant Cheesecake and Ice Cream and Chocolate Pavlova. These confections are explained in step-by-step detail in beautiful color photos. 256 pages. Jacqui Small. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00 $5.95

3724549 BETTY CROCKER FAN DESSERTS. Ed. by Cathy Swanson. Meet the new kitchen star! The homey sheet pan, a versatile tool that delivers a range of delicious big-batch desserts, from slab pies to sheet cakes, mini-cakes, and more. Try Crunchy Cinnamon-Toffee Candy, Crispy Oatmeal Cookie Bark, Almond Macaroon Brownies, and Eggnog Cheesecake Bars and other great options. Well illus. in color. 288 pages. Betty Crocker. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

2881616 NO-BAKE DESSERTS: 103 Easy Recipes for No-Bake Cookies, Bars, and Treats. By Addie Gundry. You don't have to take up space in your oven or whip your own cream to make delicious share-worthy desserts. Gundry shows you how to combine your favorite flavors into no-bake cheesecakes, pies, fruit tarts, candies, cookies, bites, bars, puddings, and adorable single-serving desserts in a jar. Fully illus. in color. 228 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

3824041 SERIOUSLY BIG SWEET. By Alice Medrich. Explains what the percentage printed on the chocolate label means and how to use this chocolate for baking and desserts. Try nearly 150 recipes such as Strawberry Celebration Cake; Chocolate Pecan Pie; Cocoa Bean Ice Cream, and Nibby Pesto. Color photos. 336 pages. Artisan. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95 $3.95

3820475 FINE FRENCH DESSERTS: Essential Recipes and Techniques. By Vincent Boue et al. This comprehensive volume is the patisserie bible the home chef needs to master the art of French dessert making. It includes over 150 recipes such as Strawberry Celebration Cake; Chocolate Pecan Pie; Cocoa Bean Ice Cream; and Nibby Pesto. Color photos. 336 pages. Artisan. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95 $3.95

374762X BETTY CROCKER A PIECE OF CAKE. Ed. by Anne Ficklen. Everyone loves cake, and now you can make delicious cakes alongside your children at every special occasion and schedule: bundt cakes, single-layer cakes, 13 X 9 cakes, slow-cooker cakes, mug cakes, re-creations of all-time favorites like angel food cakes and poke cakes--perfect for both new and experienced cooks! Includes some gluten-free treats and nutrition information with every recipe. Color photos. 304 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

3836339 MAKE IT EASY, CUPCAKE! By K. Tack & A. Richardson. Over 100 recipes and step by step photos will show you how to transform marshmallows into blossoming daffodils, craft wafer cookies into airplane propellers, and turn vegetables into delectable treats. The homey sheet pan, a versatile tool that delivers a range of delicious big-batch desserts, from slab pies to sheet cakes, mini-cakes, and more. Try Crunchy Cinnamon-Toffee Candy, Crispy Oatmeal Cookie Bark, Almond Macaroon Brownies, and Eggnog Cheesecake Bars and other great options. Well illus. in color. 288 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

3863889 HAVE YOUR CAKE AND EAT IT: Nutritious, Delicious Recipes for Healthier Everyday Baking. By Mich Turner. Whether you are new to baking or a cake expert, Turner’s inspirational recipes will give you a reason to bake for family and friends and to celebrate. Each recipe is filled with tips and how-to, drawn from her incredible baking expertise. Indulge in Peach Meltas, Million Dollar Muffins, and Old-Love Red Velvet Cake. Color photos. 224 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

2966811 BEST DUMP & FREEZE TREATS: Frozen Fruit Salads, Pies, Fluffs, and More Recipes. By Addie Gundry. Over 100 recipes and step by step photos will show you how to transform marshmallows into blossoming daffodils, craft wafer cookies into airplane propellers, and turn vegetables into delectable treats. The homey sheet pan, a versatile tool that delivers a range of delicious big-batch desserts, from slab pies to sheet cakes, mini-cakes, and more. Try Crunchy Cinnamon-Toffee Candy, Crispy Oatmeal Cookie Bark, Almond Macaroon Brownies, and Eggnog Cheesecake Bars and other great options. Well illus. in color. 288 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95


3734404 OVENLESS DESSERTS. By Mamie Fennimore. Whether you’re entertaining guests or simply pulling together a quick meal, this is the chocolate bible the home chef needs to master the art of French dessert making. It includes over 150 recipes such as Raspberry Ice Cream Cake; Minty Icebox Pie; Coconut Milk Ice Cream; and more. Photos. 267 pages. Cider Mill. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $4.95

2936826 PEANUT BUTTER COMFORT. By Averie Sunshine. Filled with decadent cake recipes, cheesecakes, pies, cookies, and more, this collection of 58 sweet indulgences that are unique in the collection. Butter, cocoa beans to create an irresistible dessert--from cakes to marshmallows to ice cream and more. 280 pages. Chronicle. 8x10x1. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

3913562 HAND MADE BAKING: Recipes to Warm the Heart. By Kamran Siddiqi. For the ultimate “just from the oven” baked treats, here are 55 ways to love, eat to love, share recipes including Easy Meyer Lemon Tart, Sparkly Sugar Cookies; Graham Crackers; Everyday Comforters; and much more. Color photos. 208 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

* 6820864 THE PIE BOOK: Over 400 Classic Recipes. By Louis P. De Gouy. From simple cherry pies to hearty mincemeats, this collection offers more than 400 recipes that include elegant chiffoons, master chef Louis P De Gouy (1876–1947), a founder of Gourmet magazine is an expert at concise instruction. Here are over 400 classics that include Banana Cream, Cherry, Rhubarb, Chocolate Custard and more. A republication of the work originally published in 1949. 419 pages. Dover. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

3825925 PROHIBITION BAKERY. By L. Feinstein & B. Siem. Presents more than 50 recipes from New York’s Prohibition Bakery style adapted for home cooks. Organized by types of alcohol, they include cupcakes to suit every taste, from wine and chocolate to Scotch and fig. Try treats such as Margarita, Old Fashioned, Hot Buttered Rum, and 6882064 ALE, Peppermint Julep. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95


* 3859787 ARTISAN HOME BAKING. By Megan Smith. Share in the joy of quintessential baking with over 50 classic recipes, from simple yet delicious cakes and cookies, to irresistible browns, loaves, and bars. For the home candy maker always looking for new and better recipes to transform marshmallows into blossoming daffodils, craft wafer cookies into airplane propellers, and turn vegetables into delectable treats. The homey sheet pan, a versatile tool that delivers a range of delicious big-batch desserts, from slab pies to sheet cakes, mini-cakes, and more. Try Crunchy Cinnamon-Toffee Candy, Crispy Oatmeal Cookie Bark, Almond Macaroon Brownies, and Eggnog Cheesecake Bars and other great options. Well illus. in color. 288 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

* 3857379 BAKE IN BLACK: Music-Inspired Baking. By Eye & David O’Sullivan. Drawing influence from the world of rock and heavy metal to create awe inspiring edible tributes, this is a music themed collection of 58 recipes that are unique in their presentation as they are in flavor. From cakes and brownies, biscuits and cookies, to doughnuts, pies, and desserts, you’ll be taken on a journey through baking and music. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Flood. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95 $7.95
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Canning & Preserving

**JAPANESE PICKLED VEGETABLES.** By Machiko Tateno. Collects 129 healthy and nutritious recipes for pickled, fermented and preserved everyday vegetables like asparagus, cabbage, eggplant, zucchini, tomatoes, garlic, daikon, turnips, squash—using everyday staples such as salt, soy sauce, olive oil, honey, and yogurt. Nutrient-rich and tasty, simple homemade pickles are an integral part of everyday meals in Japan. Fully illus. color. 184 pages. Tuttle. Pub. at $12.95

**CAN IT! START CANNING and Preserving Today.** By Jackie Callahan Parente. Offering a modern perspective on this traditional kitchen art, this guide provides useful advice on the various aspects of canning, freezing and so much more, with an emphasis on troubleshooting the problems that stand in the way of success for many beginners. Fully illus. color. 224 pages. BowTie. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**PRESERVING FOOD WITHOUT FREEZING OR CANNING.** By the Gardeners & Farmers of Rene Vivane. This title introduces traditional French techniques for storing and preparing edibles that maximize flavor and nutrition. Offers more than 250 easy and enjoyable recipes featuring locally grown, organically refined ingredients for those who seek healthy food for a healthy world. 197 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00. $19.95

**WILDCRAFTED FERMENTATION: Experimenting, Transforming, and Preserving the Wild Flavors of Your Local Terroir.** By Pascal Baudar. Describes in detail how to create bold, exotic ferments from food grown in your local landscape or garden. From sauerkrauts and kimchis to rich pastes, soups, hot sauces, and dehydrated spice blends, Baudar includes more than 100 easy-to-follow plant-based recipes to infuse your wild food. Well illus. color. 292 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. $24.95


**THE COMPLETE BOOK OF HOME CANNING.** By the United States Department of Agriculture. 175 recipes. Skyhorse. 8¾x11. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. $9.95


Fruits & Cooking

**BERRIES, REVISED.** By Roger Yepsen. Yepsen offers advice on finding and identifying berries, growing your own, and preserving them for year-round use. A detailed chapter on 30 mouthwatering recipes are included such as Blueberry Buckle, Black Currant Crepes, Raspberry Soup, Elderberry Wine, and more! Fully illus. 232 pages. Countryman. Pub. at $13.95. $9.98

**APPLES: Sixty Classic and Innovative Recipes for Nature’s Most Sublime Fruit.** By Christophe Adam. With recipes for both sweet and savory dishes, this charming collection offers 60 easy to follow, beautifully presented dishes that are a feast for the eyes as well as for the palate. Recipes include Apple Carpaccio; Apple Upside-Down Eclairs; Apple Barlette; and more. Includes a detailed guide to apple varieties. Well illus. in color. 191 pages. Rizzoli. Paperback. Pub. at $9.98. $7.95

**BLUEBERRIES: 50 Tried & True Recipes.** By Julia Buliant. Start new traditions and bring back old favorites with this wonderful variety of dishes. Inside you’ll find Double Chocolate Blueberry Muffins, Blueberry-Chocolate Meringue Pie, Lobster, and Corn Salad, Blueberry-Buttermilk Pie, Blueberry Wine Sauce, and Blueberry-Pecan Goat Cheese Ball. Enjoy these fully illustrated 136 pages. Publications. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95


**THE HOW NOT TO COOKBOOK: Lessons Learned the Hard Way.** By Aleksandra Mir. The typical cookbook gives you a recipe for success but does not take into account the many ways you can fail due to the lack of attention to detail. With one-thousand home cooks from around the world contribute their own kitchen disaster stories and advice. Illus. 308 pages. Rizzoli. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00. $24.95

**ART AND CRAFT OF CHOCOLATE.** By Nathan Hedges. Takes you inside the cultural history of chocolate and gives you tips and tricks for processing bean to bar chocolate at home. With recipes for traditional and contemporary confections, you’ll never look at a chocolate bar the same way again. Fully illus. color. 248 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99. $22.99

**COLONIAL FOOD.** By Ann Chandonnet. From the meager subsistence of Native Americans, to the first Thanksgiving, this small volume provides a window onto daily life in Colonial America. Illus. 64 pages. Shire. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

**FRONT OF THE HOUSE: Recipes for Entertaining.** By Jennifer Blackwell. Of course, the secret to successful entertaining is the right food. This guidebook to entertaining, written by an Amateur Expert aka wannabe sommelier, pulls back the curtain to reveal all that goes into delicious dishes. It also translates portions of a cookbook and offers bottom-line answers to your most important questions about what to eat. Color illus. 270 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95

**NEVER OUT OF SEASON: How Having the Food We Want When We Want It Threatens Our Food Supply and Our Future.** By rob Dunn. 323 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $27.00.


**AMERICAN CUISINE: And How It Got This Way.** By Paul Freedman. Illus., some color. 451 pages. Livpring. Pub. at $39.95. $29.95


**AMERICAN ADVERTISING COOKBOOKS: How We Want When We Want It Threatens Our Food Supply and Our Future.** By T.J. Smith. From springhouse to smokehouse, from hearth to garden, Southern Appalachian foodways are celebrated in this newly revised edition. Recipes include Cornbread on a Woodslove; Quick and Easy Doughnuts; Old-Fashioned Chicken Pie; and more. Illus. 234 pages. UNCP. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95. $12.95

**BOILING OFF: The Story of Maple Sugaring in Maine.** By John Hodgkins. Woven into the story of Jackson Mountain Maple Farm is the history of Maine sugaring, in which the maple syrup business has been like both for those preparing and consuming the rations. A fascinating exploration of early U.S. maple sugar in a cast iron kettle. Hodgkins tells the story of making maple syrup especially in Temple, Maine, for more than 50 years. 16 pages of illus., some color. 215 pages. Down East. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95


**HOW TO BE A CONSCIOUS EATER: Making Food Choices That Are Good for You, Others, and the Planet.** By Sophie Egan. Using three criteria—Is it good for me? Is it good for others? Is it good for the Planet?—Egan helps us navigate the bewildering world of food so that we can all become conscious eaters. This practical guide offers bottom-line answers to your most important questions about what to eat. Color illus. 270 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95

**NEVER OUT OF SEASON: How Having the Food We Want When We Want It Threatens Our Food Supply and Our Future.** By rob Dunn. 323 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $27.00.

**THE ITALIAN BAROQUE TABLE: Cooking and Entertaining from the Golden Age of Naples.** By Tommaso Astarita. Offers lovers of food, cooking, history, culture, and Italy a rich introduction to Italian cuisine and hospitality in the 1600s. It also translates portions of a cookbook and guide to entertaining, written by an accomplished cook and steward, accompanied by context, relevant illustrations, and historical notes. 267 pages. Artisan. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. $15.95


**THE KOBE BEEF BOOK, REVISED EDITION.** Ed. by T.J. Smith. From springhouse to smokehouse, from hearth to garden, Southern Appalachian foodways are celebrated in this newly revised edition. Recipes include Cornbread on a Woodslove; Quick and Easy Doughnuts; Old-Fashioned Chicken Pie; and more. Illus. 234 pages. UNCP. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95. $12.95

**COOKBOOK: Lessons Learned the Hard Way.** By Aleksandra Mir. The typical cookbook gives you a recipe for success but does not take into account the many ways you can fail due to the lack of attention to detail. With one-thousand home cooks from around the world contribute their own kitchen disaster stories and advice. Illus. 308 pages. Rizzoli. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00. $24.95

**THE FINE ART OF VINO.** Ed. by jeff Asworth. Offers the stories behind 101 carefully curated items, outlining the trajectory of early agriculture, exploring how various inventions became must-favores for home kitchens and explain how they became merely a vital necessity to one of life’s most reliable sources of pleasure. Fully illus. in color. 212 pages. Media Lab Books. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $14.95

**AMERICAN INDIAN COOKERY.** Ed. by video Kelly. Collects 129 healthy and nutritious recipes for pickled, fermented and preserved everyday vegetables like asparagus, cabbage, eggplant, zucchini, tomatoes, garlic, daikon, turnips, squash—using everyday staples such as salt, soy sauce, olive oil, honey, and yogurt. Nutrient-rich and tasty, simple homemade pickles are an integral part of everyday meals in Japan. Fully illus. color. 184 pages. Tuttle. Pub. at $12.95
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